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Introduction
1.1 Background
The ways to enjoy music have transformed dramatically over the few decades. With
the introduction of the internet and streaming services, the accessibility of the the
music has been improved that people can enjoy the music anywhere and anytime.
From the artists stand of point, the software to help compose and edit the music
using the computer has been one of the popular choice to make when creating the
music. The artists are now allowed to share the music that they created through the
internet for many people to listen to. From the listeners point of the view, it has
been much easier for them to find and listen to the music on the internet and share
them with people who might be interested. The listeners are even give a comment
or create secondary contents using the music to create new contents. Such changes
in the field have altered the role of the visual contents using the music. The visual
contents using the music has long history from the plays, operas, musicals, films
until the music videos. These transitions took the contents outside of the stages and
allow the viewers to enjoy themwithout going out for them. With the help of the TV
and computers, music video has become one of the best ways to distribute the music
effectively. Through themusic videos, themusicians are benefited not only to be able
to distribute their contents but also economically and becoming more popular. With
the introduction of various technologies, the music videos have evolved into many
different contents. One of the genre of the music video that is growing exponentially
is the musical animations. The musical animations is the animation that matches to
the music by character singing or dancing. Using animation instead of the live actors
or the actual videos allows the musician to be able to create literally anything within
the computer generated world. With the development of the computer graphics
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software and tools, the threshold of creating the animation has lowered, that many
artists are beginning to create their own computer generated character and creating
the video that these avatars singing and dancing to music. The trend of the musical
animation made the impact to the world by creating one of the ultimate contents
of computer graphics and the musical animation industry; the live performances
of computer generated avatar. The growth of the streaming services, the value of
prerendered and not interactive media contents has regressed and the value of the
interactiveness in live performance have reacknowledged. The CG avatar on the
stage dances and sings to themusic for people to enjoy requires tedious work of both
artistry and technology. In order to make live stage performance successful, not just
the representation of an avatar should be extremely realistic, but also the movement
of the character requires to be realistic. Additionally, interacting with the real human
on and off the stage is required in order to make the live performance valuable than
the prerendered music video. By accomplishing such technical difficulties, many
believe that we are able to realize the live stages such as reliving the artists that have
passed away in the past or creating fully computer generated pop-stars.
1.2 Research Goal
The goal of the researches in this dissertation is to provide the tools to support cre-
ating musical animation, which essentially leads to creating the live stage perfor-
mances. The field of the musical animation locates in between themusic information
processing and character animation. Some of the techniques and ideas can be shared
in common from both of the fields, yet many aspects of the procedures, ideas or the
technologies are different from either of the fields. The evidence of such is stated in
the research field in dance motion. Since dance motion is isolated and unique from
the daily motion, the formation of the research field is very unique. Many of the
dance motion synthesis technique requires both the information of the music to be
defined as the dance motion, while the motion itself follows the physical constraint
of the character animation. The balance of the entertainment, realism and physicality
of the character is essential, and these aspects requires to be studied independently
from each fields. Since the field of musical animation is not established as of yet,
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many new concepts as well as data configuration needs to be implemented to con-
sider the relationship of the motion, music and the final animations to be rendered.
As much as the result of the created animation itself is important, understanding
correlations of the variables through its creation is essential. Through the research
in musical animation creation, the glimpse of the correlations between the musical
information and character animation will hope to be revealed which optimizes the
process of the creation in the future.
1.3 Focus of the Dissertation
The process of creating the musical animation disciplines into four layers; the mod-
elling phase, animating phase, rendering phase and realtime control phase. Among
all, there are two major aspect of the musical animation in this dissertation. The
common factors of these topics are the fact that these two areas particularly require
technique that specified in musical animation compared with other aspects such as
modelling, body motion or rendering. Other areas requires the problem in music,
while there are some fields that requires musical information to be taken in to con-
sideration. This dissertation will be focusing on the topics that are specific for mu-
sical animation that would help the musical animation industry immediately. One
of the topics that this dissertation focuses is the facial animation, especially when
the avatar is singing. The facial expression while singing have three major features.
Firstly, they are different from the daily facial expressions. While many speech an-
imation creation research have been developed, the behavior in speech animation
and that of the singing animation differs as the dance motion is different from the
daily human motion. The other feature is that the expressions are known to corre-
sponds to the singing voices. Previous studies mentioned mentioned about the fact
that the audience be able to plot the height of the musical tone only looking at the fa-
cial expression and head rotation. Lastly the expressions in singing is unique to the
individuals, the facial expression cannot be identical between the characters. This
indicates that the generalizing the motion that can be applied to everyone will not
satisfy the quality of the viewers. By adding facial expressions to live stage perfor-
mance, the realism of the animation will increase significantly. The other area that
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this dissertation focuses is the interface and the way to interact with the musical ani-
mation avatar in realtime. There are existing interfaces and the interactions research
in order to contorl virtual character in games, VR or AR, the interfaces specialized
in musical animation control in realtime does not exist. The control of the character
in realtime specifically for the musical animation requires the interface to be able to
consider the musical aspect of the character controls. In such cases the interface that
is already been used in musical editing could be transferred.
1.4 Dissertation Organization
In this dissertation, I will be proposing three animation synthesis research that helps
the artist to edit the expressivity of the character. There will be three different layers
in this dissertation on the editing of the expressivity; Creating the basis model for
each of the character, setting the animation blending weight of the basis model of the
character and controlling them by understanding the features of the characters. This
dissertation covers this three layers by focusing on the fact that the rough sculpting
or the input that derives the animation can be acquired. From those inputs, the
sufficient details will be estimated from the training data and applied to the roughly
sculpted models for musical animation production. These are the 3 research in this
dissertation;
Basis Geometry Sculpting (Chapter 3): To create characters, one of the most
simple ways to create them is to set a geometry a frame by a frame. To make the an-
imation creation process efficiently, we are able to use blendshape animation, which
is the technique to linearly add multiple facial geometries and set the adding weight
to create the animation. Our first work will be presenting the way to create the
basis model of blendshape. The synthesize results created by using this work is suc-
cessfully able to add expressivity to the roughly sculpted basis model created by the
previous work bymodelling themapping of the characters tendency of moving their
body or face. Since the blendshape is one of the most popular ways to create char-
acter animation, the proposed method fits into animation creation process smoothly
to help create a animation.
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Blend Weight Setting (Chapter 4): Once the basis expression or the pose is set,
we apply the animation weight to the character to control the character. While the
parameters are only limited to the numbers of the basis, the animators are required
asked to control every single frames of in the key frames, it is one of the most impor-
tant yet difficult task they are asked to do. I will propose the way to automatically
generate the blending weight of each frame just from the voice of the actor. This will
allow the animator to get the basic yet the detailed facial expressions corresponded
to the actors voice. Using the methods in chapter 3 and chapter 4, animators will
only required to create few facial model to create basis expression and set the blend-
ing weight.
Real-time editing of the expressivity in animation (Chapter 5): While many
3DCG characters are controlled on offline, demand in real-time controls of the char-
acters are getting higher and higher. In offline process, the animators can accepts the
fact that the automatically created animations be wrong in some sense, while in real-
time control it will not be allowed. It is required for the animators to know whether
the character is with =in the expressivity that the characters had been defined. This
dissertation includes the way to howwe can visually teach the animators howmuch
the synthesized results went far from the characters expressivity space. By introduc-
ing novel interface and design the user interface to see how far the created anima-
tions went from the center of the character’s expressivity space, the animators will
be able to control the character smoothly.
These three layers for each of the process will be able to help the artists to focus
on how to create one single scene, so that the other scenes can be created by reusing
the models and animated results. In this dissertation, I will first discuss the anima-
tion creation pipeline to provide the basic ideas of how to create animation. Then
following chapters will be explaining each of the topic above.
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Character-Animation Pipeline and
Controls
Character animation process is separated into three major procedures —model-
ing, rigging and animation. Creating animation from the scratch requires starting
the process all over again for specific to each character. The research presented in
this dissertation aims to provide a degree of compatibility in the animation to con-
trol the character animation especially in musical animation. My works not only
considers the novelty of the ideas and application, but also considers the fact that
it will inserted into practical animation creation procedures. In order to consider
, these contributions are best understood in the context of current animation pro-
cedures. This chapter presents the four primary stages in the musical animation
pipeline. Each stage have a different set of goals and challenges. I describe what
kind of the technique exits in each process and what kind of technique is demanded
in order to ease the process of creating the musical animation.
2.1 The process of creating character animation
2.1.1 Modeling
The initial step in creating animation is to generate a 3D geometry of the character
in order to be animated. This process has various names such as modeling, mesh
editing or sculpting, and a numerous ways are used to achieve it. In 3DCG creation,
modelling a character using 3D animation tools has been common, as well as captur-
ing the geometry from the real world object. Especially in the case of modelling the
real human facial animation, the facial scans are used to create not only the model of
the neutral face of the model. Numerous tools for creating the model is introduced,
the accessibility in terms of the price and the size of the scanners is rising. Research
trend of the real human modelling has been highly demanded with the growth of
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varieties of applications, reconstruction of the high quality model from a portrait
is introduced. For non-photorealistic character, 3DCG creation tools have been up-
dated day-by-day and it’s creation has also been accessible. The scanning of the real
world clay or the photo is not new to the research field and less works are required
for the artists to model or edit the character.
In the musical animation, this process is no different from the modelling of the
other 3DCG animations. Many technique can be transferred from the Computer
Graphics field, and has been successfully used in many of the existing musical ani-
mation field.
2.1.2 Rigging
After the representation of the character has been created, instrumenting a character
with the sets of controllers that offers the artists to deform the character to various
poses. The technique of modeling is not always appropriate for animation since the
numerical representation employed by modeling tools does not encode the anima-
tor’s artistry well on how the bosy of the character are made to deform. The set of
semantic deformations that is restricted in certain areas of the bosy determines the
kinematics of the mesh, or how the vertices of the body meshes are set to be con-
trolled. The character kinematics includes the animator’s high-level understanding
on which body deformations are appropriate for the mesh in question. This pro-
cess is called rigging to be different from modelling, since modeling process does
not have a control on mesh kinematics. There are number of choices to be made
on which rigs to be used, the common rigs that are used is the pose space defor-
mations. In pose space deformations, few base poses are defined and the character
will deform by the linear combination of the base poses. One of the most popular
pose space deformation example is the blendshape animation in facial animation.
According to Ekman and Rosenberg, 1997, facial expression taxonomized into sev-
eral facial movements by their appearance on the face called Facial Action Coding
System, FACS in short. Such representation of categorizing the facial expression is
widely spread and many facial animation rigs are based on the FACS as the basis
of the blendshape animation rigs. From the past to the present, the popular pick to
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used for rig representation for the whole body is based on bone animations. Com-
pared to facial animations, the degree of freedom on full body animation is large and
complex. By using bone animation, the animators are able to control the character
with more flexibility and controlability. In this dissertation, we follow main stream
represention for both the facial animation and the full body animation; using blend-
shape animation for facial animation and bone animation for full-body animation.
The importance in choosing which rig to use should depend on the popularity and
the trend among artists, and the impact of the research will be more significant by
following them.
2.1.3 Animation
Once modelling and rigging has been allocated to the character, animation can be
applied. Animating a character is the process which sets the numerical values for
the rigs in order to control the character over the time frame. The values are set by
using keyframes in which the controls are set at certain frames which is thought to be
important comapared with other frames. Other frames which is not the keyframes
are interpolated over the time frame with certain interpolation . Keyframe anima-
tion provides the creative control for artists to control over the animation but the
artist are required to generate set keyframes with high volume and with details.
If more realistic animation is requires, the motion of a real actor will be captured
and transferred. Motion capture system can acquire bone motion that can be trans-
ferred to the character using the skeleton-based rig methods. Physics-based anima-
tionmethods, that simulates the physically appropriate simulationmodels to control
the character’s movement, is able to create super-realistic animation with in the cer-
tain constraints of physics. On the flip side, the level of difficulty in order to control
high-level physics simulations can cause problems when the artists are required to
create certain effect that overturns the physical constraints.
In animation, the ways to control them is plays significantly large role. Setting
keyframe for animation can be done in animation that allows the offline rendering,
but it cannot be possible in the case of animation rendered in realtime. In this case
the interface to control the animation is fully corresponds to the final quality of the
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animation. There are various controlingmethods in character animation such as mo-
tion capture or gaming controllers, these controllers have the bottleneck in different
occasions. The motion capture can be used in both realtime and offline animation
for high quality body motion creation. The motion captureing system has also been
accessible to public in various ways, many characters are currently controlled bymo-
tion capture. The bottle neck of the motion capture is that the actors are required to
be able to do the same action that the artist wish the character to do. There are many
cases that the actor is not accessible or the actor cannot do the requiredmotions, such
as the high level dancing, the alternative solution is required to be considered. The
gaming controllers are better solutions in such cases, especially in the case where the
animation is restricted to simple movements. Once the motion is set, the motion can
be relive with the press of buttons. The interfaces to control the character is being
studied especially in VR and AR field recent years.
2.2 The Requirements for musical animation
The layers of creating the animation is common for majority of the animation indus-
try, the problem that each kinds of animation have differs depending on what needs
to accomplished and the importance that viewer weigh on. In the case of musical
animation, it differs from other fields more since the centroid of the animation is on
the music and animation follows the music. Expect for the special circumstances,
the order does not flip in the process. Considering this fact, the process of musical
animation creation is categorized into the process that requires to consider music or
not. As for modelling and rendering, music does not play a major roles in terms of
decisionmaking. In fact, the requirements in these process is common between other
computer graphics animation. Accordingly, these fields requires can be considered
to be outside of musical animation research field. What we need to consider more
in musical animation is rigging and animation phases. Therefore, in this disserta-
tion, we have looked into the research on creating musical animation by focusing
on rigging and animation. By using the techniques introduced in other animation
fields for modelling and rendering, the musical animation creation can be optimized
and the creating them would be efficient and accessible to many. In the following
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chapters, we introduce the research on the rigging and animation phases. Not only
the research follows the current scheme of the current CG creation process, but also
introduce the new concepts and ideas to be inserted.
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Chapter 3
Example-based individuality
retargeting for facial animations
3.1 Introduction
It is known that facial expressions of characters play larger roles when creating a
animation. As being addressed in previous chapter, blendshape animation enables
the artists to control the face to generate various expressions for characters by linear
combination of a certain basis of expressions models known as blendshapes. Al-
though, there lies a challenge in which the artists are required to control the blend-
ing coefficients parameters and model the blendshapes to achieve highly realistic
animation. Some research has introduced methods to estimate the blending coef-
ficients automatically using the various techniques such as deep learning. While
such methods provides artists to be able for them to create roughly created anima-
tions with efficiency, it is still a difficult task to create ideal expressions only with the
set of parameters in blending coefficients. Therefor, artists are required to build an
various high quality blendshapes models that may have similarity with other blend-
shapes but to be used in different scene with in the contents. In order to address the
definition of problem, modelling blendshapes with character-specified expressions
remains a intensive labor in the process since the expressions in between the charac-
ter differs greatly. Not only the semantics of the expressions, individualities in char-
acter expressions are diverse. For instance, when the topologies of the characters are
completely different the ways to laugh will be significantly different because each
character moves the facial parts in a completely different way. Therefore it is very
time-consuming procedure to build model of numerous number of blendshapes for
each individual characters when creating blendshapes for various characters that
appears in the contents.
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FIGURE 3.1: Overview of “Character Transfer” that (a) creates map-
pings using training examples. (b) Automatically segments the re-
gion, and (c) applies blended mappings onto each segment region.
In this chapter, we propose a technique called “Character Transfer” that refines
the automatically created rough input blendshapes tomodelmore detailed and spec-
ified expressions for the character. This methods allows the artists to model the
individualities by a small number of training examples on automatically clustered
regions of the animation. The contributions in this method can be addressed as fol-
lows.
• Introduction of the definition for the individual expressions as the mapping
in the deformation function. This definition achieve to extract the motion spe-
cific to the character quantitatively enables the methods to be used in various
expression as input.
• Introduced of the mesh clustering algorithm that considers the base geometry
of the model and the motion feature of facial expressions within the training
facial expressions. This method allows the system to be able to be applicable
even if the number of datasets are small.
• Introduction of a novel blending function of the deformation that avoids de-
formations unnaturalness with can be observed using a naïve linear blending.
This blending method allows the system to be able to create plausible result
even if the expression extremely differs.
3.2 Related Works
Highly realistic facial animation using blendshape animation is a one of the most
used technologies and has been used many research related to facial animation.
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Alexander et al., 2009. Facial retargeting technique which use blendshape anima-
tion is applied to numerous facial animationsBergeron and Lachapelle, 1985 Chuang
and Bregler, 2004. Accordingly, several methods focusing on the facial expressions
capturing and blending coefficients estimation finely has been well-studied. The
prime focus of the some research is on tracking facial feature points in order to ac-
quire the facial expressions from 2D video frames of a web camera Cao et al., 2013.
Combining a depth sensor and video frames on the facial feature points, high qual-
ity facial tracking can be acquired to be used in retargeting Li et al., 2013 Bouaziz,
Wang, and Pauly, 2013. These methods’ approaches achieved high quality anima-
tion of the actor by aligning the generic face geometry onto the tracked facial data.
However, since the facial expressions of the user are not identical to target charac-
ter’s geometry, small details of the face cannot be reflected. To add such details onto
the the geometry, modelling high-quality blendshapes is required before the process
in which the user fits its expression semantics to the human actor. Other works fo-
cuses on modelling and modification of blendshape. Some methods generates facial
models from a single photos Pighin et al., 2006 or 3D facial scan data Zhang et al.,
2014 Weise, Leibe, and Van Gool, 2007 where real-world geometry such as real hu-
man is necessary. Alternative methods creating PCA linear model has been studied
while it requires numerous training data in order to create basis expression models
using PCABlanz and Vetter, 1999 Ragnhild et al., 2003, Vlasic et al., 2005. Defor-
mation Transfer Sumner and Popovic´, 2004 is a method in which the deformation
of the facial expressions can be transferred from other characters; this approach has
been a cornerstone method for creating blendshapes. While this method is applica-
ble almost fully automatic, it does not take the geometrical feature or the difference
in facial expression of the target model. Accordingly, small details that features the
individuality of expressions cannot be transferred with this approach. Recent stud-
ies specified in certain parts of the face in which the methods improves artifact that
have been yielded on the process of transferring the deformation of one character
to another via Deformation Transfer Saito, 2013. While this method is capable of
removing the artifacts by introducing virtual triangles inside the eyelid and lips, the
character specific deformation cannot be removed because it only controls the parts
where the virtual triangles exists. Some facial parts that have difficulty adding such
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FIGURE 3.2: Workflow of our method.
virtual triangles will not be able to refine. Modification of the existing blendshapes
using examples expression data of target characters to create character specific ex-
pression models is another popular method. Choe and Ko, 2005 ]Zhang et al., 2008
has proposed methods that can only be able to apply for generic model using cap-
tured sparse motion data with heavy restrictions. A method that is known to be
effective for is the method proposed by Li, Weise, and Pauly, 2010. The blendshape
will be modified to in order for them to be able to reproduce the training expressions
by the combination of the resulting blendshapes. Although, the modification made
by using this method is applicable for blendshapes that has significantly similar to
the training examples, while in many cases the training examples are dissimilar. In
such case, the users are required to prepare training examples of various kinds in
order to appropriately modify arbitrary blendshapes. To summarize, there are three
primary goals to be solved:
1) Limiting the number of the training examples 2) Use roughly created blend-
shapes as an input and propose method to modify them 3) Allows the method use
arbitrary training expressions for the artists to be able to freely create the training
data.
By achieving the goals above, the our method is applicable for any input training
data and accessible for many artists to be used without the technical knowledge.
3.3 Proposed Method
3.3.1 Overview
As being addressed in Figure 3.3, we will use rigs created by using Deformation
Transfer and training examples will be the input for Character Transfer. Our system
initially generates themappings from one deformations to another for every training
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FIGURE 3.3: Creation of Individual expression mapping.
data and the deformation transfer blendshape using deformation gradient. Our sys-
tem defines these mappings as individual expressions mappings and used tomodify
the expression generated by the Deformation Transfer. For the better representation,
region segmentation will be applied. Character Transfer creates sufficient mapping
that modifies the segmented region are apply depending the blending weight to the
rough input blendshapes created by Deformation Transfer. Apart from the training
data preparation, the method is fully automatic and applicable to any facial models
with arbitrary expressions.
3.3.2 “Individuality expression” mapping
We have defined individual expression mapping from training expression model
data in which they define the individual expressions. From the blendshapes expres-
sion model, for instance the model created using Deformation Transfer, we defined
individual expressions by comparing expressions with the blendshapes created by
artists. By defining the individual expressions feature as the deformation difference
of the poorly expressive blendshapes and the finely expressive blendshapes.
To mathematically express these differences, we applied a deformation gradient
to represent the deformation of the triangles. The deformation gradient for a sin-
gle triangle is a 3 × 3 matrix in which it describes the rotation and scaling of the
deformation required to translate from a non-deformed state to a deformed state.
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The calculation of the deformation gradient is done by installing auxiliary vertex
vj4, which is computed by solving following equations:
vj4 =
(vj2 − vj1)× (vj3 − vj1)√
(vj2 − vj1)× (vj3 − vj1)
(3.1)
Here, vjk = k = 1, 2, 3 represent the vertices of the j
th triangle of the mesh model.
Deformation gradient Jj is then computed by solving the linear system
Jj = V
′
j V
−
j
1 (3.2)
Here, Vj andV
′
j are 3×3matricesthatcontainnonde f ormedandde f ormededgevectorso f the
jth triangle, respectively; That is,
Vj = [vj2 − vj1, vj3 − vj1, vj4 − vj1] (3.3)
V ′j = [v
′
j2 − v
′
j1, v
′
j3 − v
′
j1, v
′
j4 − v
′
j1] (3.4)
In our proposed method, we compute deformation gradients of finely as well as
roughly created blendshapes from facial models with rest pose. More specifically,
let be the facial expression of the training example, and s and t be the roughly and
the finely created training expression data model, respectively. For the jth triangle
mesh, we compute deformation gradients of the rest pose models from sm to tm to
form, sim ∈ R
3×3 and tim ∈ R
3×3, respectively, as
sim = V
′
s
i
mV
′
N
−
i
1 (3.5)
tim = V
′
t
i
mV
′
N
−
i
1 (3.6)
V ′sim
= [vsim2 − vsim1 , vsim3 − vsim1 , vsim4 − vsim1 ] (3.7)
V ′tim
= [vsim2 − vsim1 , vsim3 − vsim1 , vsim4 − vsim1 ] (3.8)
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V ′Ni = [vsim2 − vsim1 , vsim3 − vsim1 , vsim4 − vsim1 ] (3.9)
Here, vsimk{k = 1, 2, 3, 4} are the vertices of the roughly created blendshape of the
ith triangle, vtimk{k = 1, 2, 3, 4} and are the vertices of the finely created blendshape
of the ith triangle. We then create a mapping in which it transforms simk into ti
m
k
{k =
1, 2, 3, 4}. For each ith triangle of sim and t
i
m , we incorporate mapping f
i
m ∈ R
3×3,
which combines sim and t
i
m as follows:
Vim = t
i
ms
i
m
−1 (3.10)
The definition of this individual mapping will be computed for every triangle of
each training expression data. Therefore, for every set of training examples defines
a mapping that enables to edit a given blendshape in a similar manner to that of the
training data expression. Note that using specific deformation transfer technique
is mandatory for this mapping tocreate the roughly sculpted input blendshapes of
given expressions: any deformation transfer technique will be able to work as long
as the training and test data is created with the same manner.
3.3.3 Hierarchical region segmentation
The mappings extracted from the training facial expression models are applicable to
any expressions models of the given training examples. Although, since the facial
parts are known to move independent to each other due to the muscle position, the
mapping that matches the test facial expression can be completely different depend-
ing on how the facial part moves.
There are various mesh segmentation method exists to be used for facial expres-
sion transfer. Automatic segmentation methods that is used to segment the facial
models does not considered the geometry feature of the model, for instance, the
method proposed by Joshi et al., 2006. Another method is to use motion capture
marker motion data as a input in order to segment the facial parts into several re-
gions with similar motion feature Tena, Torre, and Matthews, 2011. It is difficult to
apply this method since preferable our system is should not require facial expres-
sions data of real human, in addition to the fact that this method does not take the
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geometry of the facial model in consideration. Therefore, we propose a novel auto-
matic region segmentation method in which it can be embedded effectively for our
system.
The first step is to segment the facial model into triangular unit regions with the
consideration of the geometry of the model with rest pose and the expressions of the
training examples using a hierarchical algorithm. Multidimensional vector Pi ∈ R
D1
D = 3 × 3 × (1 + M) is defined for each ith triangle in the target shape as follows.
pi = (v1, v2, v3, d11, d12, d13, · · · , dm1, dm2, dm3, )
T (3.11)
Here, M is the number of training expression data, vi ∈ R
3×1 is a 3D positional
data which contains the (x; y; z) spatial coordinates of the f th f = 1,2,3 vertex the ith
triangle of the facial model with rest pose, and dm f ∈ R3×1 is the displacement vec-
tor which generated from Vf to the position of the f
th vertex in the ith triangle of the
mth{m = 1, 2, . . . , M} training expression data. In order to execute the segmentation
of the target facial shape effectively, recursive splitting of the polygons into two clus-
ters will be applied. Multiplying pi by a weight vector ei , a center vector of cluster
ct{t = 1, 2} can be computed by the energy minimization equation as follows:
φi = mincteC ∑ ‖ei pi − ct‖ (3.12)
P = p1, · · · , pN (3.13)
C = c1, c2 (3.14)
pi = (a
l
1, a
l
2, a
l
3, b
l
1, b
l
2, b
l
3, · · · , b
l
m1, b
l
m2, d
l
m3, )
T (3.15)
Here, l is the number of levels to recurs the process, and l is a constant weight
parameter which is controlled independently by the number of recursive cluster. As
shown in Figure 3.4, the value of l corresponds to a level of hierarchical clustering
tree of the method. By editing l for each level of the tree recursively, the influence
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FIGURE 3.4: Hierarchical region segmentation
level for the movements and geometry of the target can be modified as clustering
progresses by formula (3.12). Figures 3.4(b), (c) and (d) represent the segmented
regions in the level of each hierarchical clustering process. In higher levels of the
clustering tree, the influence of geometry is set to be stronger and facial parts are
segmented horizontally and vertically. This method can achieve the effective seg-
mentation of the facial model for symmetrical feature in facial model such as the
regions of the right, left, upper and lower of the eyelids. The method is also effective
for the arbitrary facial models. In this paper, we have segmented the face model into
16 regions by our method as shown in Figure 3.4 (e).
3.3.4 The mapping blending
Its is possible to apply a single mapping extracted from a training example, while the
modification the expressionwill be executed in a limitedway. In order tomake Char-
acter Transfer to be applicable for arbitrary expressions from the limited number of
training facial expressions, creating a new mapping by blending mapping acquired
by the training expression is required. To achieve this goal, we introduce a method
to create mappings for each segmented region of the blendshape by blending the
mappings. By blending the mappings in which the training expression data are sim-
ilar geometrically to the input facial expression with estimated blending weights,
we have successfully be able to generate a mapping that fits properly for the facial
expression used in test set.
To quantify the similarity, estimation of the blending coefficients is achieved by
estimating the naïve blendshape coefficients for each region of the segmentaion. For
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the rth region of the model, blending coefficients are calculated by solving the fol-
lowing linear system:
Vr = Br,wr (3.16)
Here, vr ∈ R3n×1 is the vector that represent coordinate values of vertices on the
input blendshape and Br ∈ R3n×M is the matrix that contains coordinate values of
vertices on the M training expression data. The quation above can be treated as a
minimization problem below:
EWr = ‖vr − Brwr‖ (3.17)
To be more specific, we compute the coefficients of the training data indepen-
dently for each region by solving the minimization equation for each segmented
region.
In the process of blending several training mappings, the straightforward ap-
proach to do this is to use linear blending of each element matrices: although, linear
blending of the deformation gradient is highly possibile that the mesh triangles can
be collapsed or fliped since the deformation gradient are capable of controlling both
rotations and scales at the same time. In this system, novel blending method is ap-
plied to naturally blend several mappings by applying the interpolation method of
two deformation gradient in which Kaji et al., 2012 proposed. The interpolation
method proposed in this related work is achieved sufficient interpolation of two
deformation gradients by using spherical linear interpolation of quaternion and ex-
ponential map of matrix. Let f im be the m
th mapping, our system applies the polar
decomposition Shoemake and Duff, 1992 to the mapping in order to decompose the
matrix into rotation matrix Rot f iM ∈ R
3×3 and positive definite symmetric matrix
Sym f iM ∈ R
3×3. Next, we apply a alternative blending method to create the matrix
according to blending coefficients effectively. For the ith triangle mesh, the rotation
matrix is computed according to blending coefficients of the spherical linear interpo-
lation in the quaternion space. The interpolated rotation matrix is computed using
the degree of rotation according to the blending coefficient by solving the equation
below:
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Rotr =
M
∏
m=0
slerp(qi, qRot f
i
m,wjm) (3.18)
Here, slerp is an operator in which it performs spherical linear interpolation in
the quaternion space, ql and qRot f
i
m is the quaternion of identity matrix and, Rot f
i
m
and wjm is the blending coefficient for region r withwhich the i
th triangle is affiliated.
As for a positive definite symmetrical matrix, our system applied a logarithm and
an exponential map of the matrix. By applying this approach, the interpolation of
positive definite symmetrical matrix according to the blending coefficient can be
applied by solving the equation below:
Symi = exp
M
∑
m+0
w
j
m log Sym f
i
M‖vr − Brwr‖ (3.19)
By using a blended mapping for both rotation matrix and positive definite sym-
metric matrix, our system solves the equation below to generate themappingmatrix:
Blend f i = Roti · Symi (3.20)
This blending method offers the blending of the mapping with arbitrary blend-
ing coefficients while preserving geometrical property, for instance, the blended
mapping does not unnaturally collapse or flip. The definition of the blended map-
ping modifies the deformation gradient from roughly created input blendshapes by
applying this modification mapping with the ones of finely created blendshapes.
Therefore,the blended mapping is applied to the ith deformation gradient which the
facial model with rest pose and test facial expression is defined can be represented
as follows:
B = [Blend f 1 × J1, · · · , Blend f
i × Ji]T, · · · , Blend f
N × JN ]T (3.21)
In the final procedures, we solve for x, y and z in the following equation which
coordinates for the vertices of the output blendshape created by Character Transfer,
X′ + [x′i , · · · , x
′
N ] is as follows:
min ‖B − AX′‖ (3.22)
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FIGURE 3.5: Illustrative comparison of linear blending and our blend-
ingmethod, our blendingmethod successfully avoided unnatural de-
formations.
Here, A ∈ R3M×N is a large sparse matrix in which AX′ ∈ R3M×3 is the deforma-
tion gradient defined between the facial model with rest pose and the blendshape
generated by Deformation Transfer, in which it is method proposed by Sumner and
Popovic´, 2004. Above equation can be formulated into the linear system shown be-
low:
X′ = (AT A)−1ATB (3.23)
By solving this method in order to directly compute the coordinate value of the
vertices, the computed positions of the vertices preserves the continuities across the
regions in which the system segemented. Since our method solves minimization
problem in which the semantics of the minimization are significantly similar to the
equation solved in Deformation Transfer, Character Transfer can be seemlessly incor-
porated into the framework of Deformation Transfer. The property offers the other
methods, which is also inspired by the Deformation Transfer, to be implementable to
the given equation, including the modification method proposed in Saito, 2013. Fur-
thermore, since Character Transfer is applicable via only few training examples and
roughly created input blendshapes, Character Transfer support the modification of
the blendshape prior to other modification methods which allows more flexibility in
our method.
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3.4 Results
Figure 3.7 shows that the blendshapes created using Character Transfer in compari-
son with blendshapes created by an artist and using Deformation Transfer. We have
tested on the blendshapes of a monkey with only the front of the face, in which the
consisting vertices are 5K. We asked an professional artist to create four training ex-
pression data to be the input for character transfer. As for roughly sculpeted input
blendshape of arbitrary expressions, we used Deformation Transfer by transferring
the expressions created for of human face model. The triangle-wise correspondence
between monkey model and human model have been created by adopting the semi-
automatic correspondence computation method used in Sumner and Popovic´, 2004.
The computational time for all the procedures to create one blendshape was approx-
imately 13 seconds using Intel CoreTM i7-2600 CPUwithout parallelization nor com-
putation using GPUs. Character Transfer required no manual parameter settings
except for the correspondence which was addressed above. However, the blend-
ing coefficient can be set manually if the user prefers to have the control over the
deformation. We also created facial animations using the blendshapes created via
Character Transfer blednshapes and compared the result to the one created using
the Deformation Transfer blendshapes. The facial animation videos consist of ran-
dom facial movements created from 14 blendshapes for 270 frames. The animation
using the blendshapes created by our methods are considered more similar to those
sculpted by the artist compared with the result created by Deformation Transfer re-
sult.
The significant cause of the artifacts yielded for the result using Deformation
Transfer is the differences of geometrical consideration of the rest pose. Such artifacts
are visible around lips in Figure 3.7 because of the size difference of target models
lips and those of human models. As a result, the unnatural deformation around
the lips have been observed; however, since our training expression data includes
the geometrical difference to be in consideration on their lips, the artifacts can be
removed successfully. The artifacts around mouth and eyelid have been modified in
the comparison of the blendshape created using naïve Deformation Transfer. While
these artifacts can be modified using alternative modification method proposed in
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Saito, 2013, such work is limitated in terms of the use case that refining arbitrary
movement of opening and closing eyelids could not be defined effectively when the
target model had a significantly large topology deference than that of the source
model. In the case of Character Transfer, such limitation will not be the problem as
it is possible to create deformation of an arbitrary amount of opening and closing of
the eyelids by only creating training expression data with the movements of eyelids.
From the these results , the goals we set out in the previous section has successfully
achieved which indicates that Character Transfer has versatility and applicability to
many animation creation scheme that require facial animation creation procedures.
3.5 Evaluation
The fundamental goal of our method was to generate blendshapes in which they are
geometrically similar to those created by an artist. To show the effectiveness of our
approach, we have evaluated the similarity geometrically between the two by the
vertices distance between of the blendshape generated by Character Transfer and
those generated by Deformation Transfer. We show our results using an error map
in which error is shown by the color of the vertices in Figure 3.7. The maximum er-
ror is shown in red, whereas the minimum error shown in blue. Errors involving the
eyes andmouth can be observed as significant difference for the blendshapes created
by Deformation Transfer. The average root means square error is calculated for all
vertices of three blendshapes generated by Character Transfer and those generated
by Deformation Transfer . From the results are summarized in Table 3.1, our method
is proven to be effective in that the blendshapes sculpted by Character Transfer has
lesser error on average. We also computed root means square error for all vertices
of the blendshapes using our hierarchal region segmentation approach more specif-
ically; we subjectively defined segmented regions for three blendshapes, which are
shown in Figure 3.6. Results are summarized in Table 3.6 which reveals that our re-
gion segmentation algorithm effective comparison to the segmentation initiated by
the users. We also evaluated the root means square error on all vertices of the fa-
cial animations created by using sculpted by Deformation Transfer. The comparison
results are summarized in Table 3.2 and it shows that the facial animations created
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TABLE 3.1: Comparison by the result of root means square error on
all vertices when creating facial animation.
Sumner et al. 2004 Region defined subjectively Character Transfer
3.629 cm 0.764 cm 0.611 cm
TABLE 3.2: Comparison by the result of root means square error on
all vertices when creating facial animation.
Sumner et al. 2004 Character Transfer
1.032 cm 0.726
by our blendshapes have significantly less error as compared with those that used
blendshapes generated by Deformation Transfer. One goal in which we have set out
to was to make Character Transfer effective to blendshapes with arbitrary training
facial data. We applied Character Transfer to the facial expression which is dissim-
ilar from the training example. Although results showed that Character Transfer is
not able to create an exactly similar geometry, some of the features were success-
fully modified the way in which the lips deformed. Modification for extreme large
facial expressions can be difficult to apply using modification yielded of Li, Weise,
and Pauly, 2010 because this method is only applicable when the training expres-
sion data has similarity with the input facial expression. To address the limitation of
method, we observed that Character Transfer is capable of the modification of facial
expressions in which it is impossible to estimate the blending coefficients given the
set of training examples. To make the lesser artifacts, facial expressions on training
expression models are expected to be as extreme as possible to create large character
individuality space to be covered. This disadvantage also has affect for the hierar-
chical region segmentation algorithm of Character Transfer. Due to the fact that our
hierarchical region segmentation method considering the way in which training ex-
pression models are move their facial parts in lower parts of tree, the segmentation
results will not always be effective; however, it is an improvement over the modifi-
cation method by Li, Weise, and Pauly, 2010 because blended facial expressions of
training expression model is tha result to be similar, is not exact.
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FIGURE 3.6: Subjectively defined Regions
3.6 Conclusion and Future Works
In this chapter, we presented a system called Character Transfer thatmodifies roughly
created input blendshapes of arbitrary expressions to sculpt individual expressions.
This example-based modification method to add individuality can be applied in ar-
bitrary expressions, not limited on geometrical restriction nor geometrical feature
of the rest pose, by blending the modification mapping extracted from training ex-
pression models. Using our blending method, we have successfully avoided the
visual artifacts often introduced by the blending mapping. In addition, the number
of training examples can be reduced using blending several mappings to generate
a new mapping. Character Transfer can automatically generates the blendshapes
using very few numbers of training expression data. To extract the modification fea-
ture using the idea of blending them. we also introduced a method to generated the
segmentation of the mesh taking the geometry and expressions of examples into ac-
count. The significant contribution in this method in this chapter is that we have for-
mulated a novel method of modifying blendshapes that can be adopted even when
the number of training expression model is reduced. To the best of our knowledge,
such property of the result has yet to be achieved in previous research; furthermore,
the novel segmentation and mapping blending approach we have proposed.
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As a future work, we aim to generate a system that are capable of selecting effec-
tive training expression data. The training data are currently selected subjectively;
by using a system that is able to systematically suggest the training examples, the
versatility of our method significantly increases because of the method being fully
automatic. We are also interested in applying an improved approach to estimating
more effective blending coefficients for Character Transfer. To date, only the naïve
estimation of blending coefficients for each region has been investigated, but Char-
acter Transfer yields the artifacts due to the fact that the coefficients was not solvable
in the effective range.
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FIGURE 3.7: Comparison with the grand truth, previous method and
proposed method. The result indicates that our method successfully
modifies the result created by the previous methods.
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Chapter 4
Singing Facial Animation
Synthesis using Musical
Information and Singing Voice
In 3DCG speech animation, head rotations and facial features other than mouth
motions are considered to be equally important as mouth motions. Creating such
motions in singing animation requires a huge amount of work by hand. Despite its
demand, none of the research has ever been conducted to generate realistic singing
animation. In this work, we present singing animation synthesis method with the
information associated with the song. Using singing voice, song information and
the mouth motion as input, the proposed method are able to create realistic head
motion and expressions around the eye fully automatic. These input data is easy
to create only from the singing voice and song information. We have conducted
the numerical evaluation as well as subjective evaluation on the naturalness and
the synchronization to the singing voice and song to show the effectiveness of our
method.
4.1 Introduction
In 3DCG Character Animation creation, facial expressions plays tremendously large
role when it comes to the impression of the character. Speech animation, the ani-
mation that includes speech sequence to the animation, are created in two layers in
production. First, mouth motions are created in order to match the contents of the
speech by keyframe by keyframe. After the mouth motion are set, the mouth mo-
tions set by keyframes are interpolated over the frames and the keyframe animations
are created. After the 1st layer of the process, the facial animation of the eyes and
forehead and head rotations are applied keyframe by keyframe to match the speech
animation. The reason that this process is regarded important is that the eyes and
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forehead animation and head rotations have strong correlation with the content of
the speech and will not be determined by it’s own. The mouth motion animation
are predominantly created by the script that the director or screenwriters create, and
will not largely change depending on who the artist creating the character is, what
kind of individuality the character have or how the characters will act depending on
the scene. Although, the synchronization of the mouth motion are considered to be
the essential part of the high quality speech animations and requires huge amount
of the artist works. The eyes, forehead animation and head rotations, on the other
hand, have very large role on how the characters act each of the scene. Not only
the emotion, but also habit of the expressions, how the artist and directors want the
characters to act will take huge role on creating these motions and requires huge
amount of burden to create such animation. From such background, the technique
to creating the speech animation are considered to be one of the most difficult ani-
mation contents in 3DCG animation despite of it’s high demand, and the technique
to create speech animation from the accessible inputs are demanded by industry.
One of the examples in speech animation is a singing animation. Singing ani-
mations are highly demanded contents in industry with its popularity in musical
films and Anime. The facial motion in singing animations have some common fea-
tures with speech animations but mostly a lot different from the speech animation
and known to be difficult to create. For example, the general speech animation such
as character just speaking a basic sentences or having a speech, the mouth motions
are required to sync the script of the speech while the other facial features and head
rotations does not change largely by what the characters speak about. Accordingly,
many methods that are proposed by by the researchers to create speech animation
automatically, the facial features of outside of the mouth are mostly reused from the
sequences of the other speech animation and it would seems as natural as it was
originally created. On the other hand, the mouth motion of the singing animations
will not be as different from the how the other speech animation creates them, but
the other motions will change differently according tomany circumstances. The way
the singers sing, the volume of the singing or the rhythm and the beat of the song,
the animations changes each by each. In addition, such animation are individual
to each other and requires not to be reused from the other character even the song
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they sing is identical. Accordingly, the facial animation for the singing animation re-
quires to be very different from what other speech animation creates when it comes
creating the animation outside of the mouth and head rotations.
From such background, this chapter proposes a method to automatically gen-
erate facial expression animation at singing from few accessible inputs, which is
singing voice information and song information. In this method, in addition to the
singing voice information used in the speech animation generation method, we use
song information to estimate expression parameter at singing and head rotation in-
formation in order to create a facial expression animation specialized at the time of
singing. Paying attention to the fact that the behavior at the time of singing has a
high dependence on the song, in addition to the volume and the acoustic feature
amount at the time of singing highly correlated with the head rotation information
at the time of singing, information on the rhythm and melody are adopted. Further-
more, mouth shape information which changes according to lyrics is estimated from
singing voice and adopted as input data. By making learning of these data into a
deep learning model which take time series into consideration, the method made it
possible to generate facial expression animation at singing which was difficult only
with singing voice information. In this paper, in addition to quantitative evaluation
of these results with measurement data, we verify the naturalness of the generation
result and whether animation unique to each singer can be learned by subjective
evaluation experiment. By evaluating this, we will discuss the validity of the input
parameters and the stability of the generation result.
Contributions of our method in this chapter are as follows:
• Achieved singing animation synthesis using song information which was
known to be difficult from other speech animation synthesis methods
• A more efficient learning result was realized by performing data compres-
sion suitable for patterns frequently appearing in facial expression anima-
tion at singing.
• By combining high dependency parameters such as beat information and
pitch information with parameters that depend on individuality such as
voice, we succeeded in generating more accurate singing animation.
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4.2 Related works
Facial expression animation creation technology has a wide range of studies includ-
ing face shape modeling ao2017sparse facial expression animation generation Cao
et al., 2017, texture generation Huynh et al., 2018, speech animation generation Saito
et al., 2017 There. In recent years, research has been proposed to automatically gen-
erate various elements related to the face using simple data that can be obtained
from mobile terminals as input as well. Against this background, there is develop-
ment of research using deep learning. A learning model called convolution neural
net is often used for face modeling, facial texture generation technology Saito et al.,
2017, facial image generation technology Selim, Elgharib, and Doyle, 2016, and the
like because of its high performance.
4.2.1 Facial animation synthesis using Deep Learning
For generation of facial expression animation, effectiveness of the deep learning
method which can learn time series data called recursive type neural network (here-
inafter referred to as RNN) has been shown. Lu et al., 2017 RNN is a deep learning
model that can input continuous information used for natural language processing
and other more, it is often used for continuous learning data with respect to time
series. Among them, the deep learning model called LSTM Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997 shows high learning accuracy in many studies and is used in various
fields.
The feature that continuous data can be learned with respect to the time series is
highly demanded in research field to estimate expressions and mouth shapes. Ac-
cordingly, various methods using LSTM have been proposed in 3DCG Kim et al.,
2018 proposed in recent years especially for automatic generation of speech anima-
tionSuwajanakorn, Seitz, and Kemelmacher-Shlizerman, 2017. In speech animation
generationmethod Zhou et al., 2018 which estimates themouth shape of 3DCG char-
acter from speech, speech information of volume feature and audio feature are ap-
plied to be used as input to estimate mouth shape and tongue movement. In this
research, the method is only specialized in estimating the mouth shape of speech
animation, and no consideration has been done to generate animation other than
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mouth. In the method of generating a speech video from speech Kim et al., 2018,
like the previous method, it estimates the mouth shape by using the volume and
the music feature as the input of the LSTM and generates the frame-by-frame time
series image of the expression which matches the mouth shape. While this method
can generate high-quality speech video the appropriate facial expressions other than
mouth are selected from a vast data set and reused to fit the mouth motion. There-
fore, learning requires a large amount of data set, and it also indicates that this
method has not been able to generate facial expression animation.
4.2.2 Animation Synthesis fromMusic
Studies focuses on the movement of characters in accordance with music have also
been proposed. Especially, in dance motion generation, in which the dance motions
are strongly correlated with music, various methods have been proposed using the
correlation on music characteristics and movement. Kakitsuka et al., 2017 Fan, Xu,
and Geng, 2012 Other research have been proposed to make motion generation of
characters more accurately by using features unique to music such as music features,
rhythms, pitches, and song structure. Fukayama and Goto, 2014 Intending from this
method, we focused on characteristics peculiar to music and adopted it as an input
parameter at learning process.
4.3 Relationship of facial animation and singing voice and
song
Various studies have been done on facial expressions and head movements during
singing, and it is known that there is a strong correlation. Thompson, Graham, and
Russo, 2005 In this chapter, we will describe the relationship between facial expres-
sions at the time of singing and movements of the head and singing voices and
music, which support the method after the next chapter.
It is known that there is a correlation between the pitch and the movement of the
head with respect to expression and head movement at the time of singing. In the
field of psychology, experiments that tell the pitch from the appearance at the time
of singing and the movement of the head have been reported. Quinto et al., 2014
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By investigating the movement captured using motion capture attached on the face
and the pitch, it has been reported that human can perceive the pitch only by looking
at the facial movements. Moreover, it has been reported that there is a correlation
between the pitch of the head and the movement of the head, even in experiments
in which the height of the sound is indicated from the video of the singer, even with
the portion of the head is painted in black. Thompson, Russo, and Livingstone, 2010
From these experiments, it can be said that there is a movement specific to singing
for the head during singing, and there is strong correlation with the characteristics
of singing voice. Furthermore, considering the perspective of the viewer on the
singers, it is understood that the viewers singing and the movement are observed
have strong relationship. From these facts, it is possible to confirm the importance of
reproducing expressions matching the singing voice information and the movement
of the head, and it is adequate to estimate expressions and head movements from
singing voice information it is conceivable that.
On the other hand, from the study of Thompson, Graham, and Russo, 2005,
it can be seen that there are some problem in estimating facial expressions from
only singing voice and head rotation information. When considering estimation of
singing animation only from singing voice, it is understandable that movement can
be estimated for the frames in which singing voice exists, but there are parts where
singers do not utter within many songs. At the frames that the singers do not utter,
many singers move in accordance with the rhythm, preparations before and after
the utterance etc., they perform singing peculiar movements even without utter. Al-
though, if only singing voice is used as an input, since there is little information in
certain frame, the expectation is that estimation of appropriate motion becomes sig-
nificantly difficult. Moreover, from the experiment of Quinto et al., 2014, it is known
that the strong correlation with singing voice is head rotation information. On the
other hand, it is also possible to estimate the pitch even if the face can not be seen,
and there is possibility that the singing voice is not sufficient information. If that is
the case, it is required to understandwhat exactly would affect the head rotation and
the facial expressions when singing. As described above, with input of only singing
voice, it is conceivable that there is a problem in estimation of motion that depends
only on musical piece information such as silent period.
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Therefore, in this research, we consider adding song features that are considered
useful for estimating motion dependent on songs, and mouth shape information
that is considered useful for estimating detailed expression estimation as input. Mu-
sical piece information has characteristics such as beat and music score information,
which are also present in parts that the singer do not sing. Such song features can
express features that lead to motion estimation, such as movement to take rhythm
in accordance with beat at a place where singing voice does not exist, how far singer
deviates from original music notation Conceivable. Additionally, one of the facial
expression features that is considered difficult to estimate by singing voice alone is
that expressions created by interaction of multiple facial muscles. With it’s complex
relationship, some facial muscle enhance the motion of the others to move. There-
fore, with the consideration that it is possible to estimate expressive parameters with
strong correlation with such features, there is high possibility that facial expressions
can be estimated only from singing voice information even the voice itself only exists
partially. Many of the research on facial expression synthesis focuses on this feature
and shows its effectiveness, such as suggesting a method of compressing dimen-
sionality of facial expressions. Therefore, I focused on the mouth shape information
estimated from the speech which achieved success with speech animation etc. The
mouth shape is also a part of important facial expressions and it can be considered
that it is possible to estimate how the other facial muscle acts from features such as
change intensity of the mouth shape and how to open it. In this way, by adding
music information and mouth shape information, we made a hypothesis that infor-
mation on music can be interpolated the part that misses the singing voice, and add
more high dimensional information to the learning process. In this research, in or-
der to demonstrate this hypothesis, we examine how these information can affect
the estimated result by comparing the results of learning these pieces of information
to the same deep learning framework.
4.4 Proposed Methods
In this chapter, we will describe in detail the method of generating facial expression
and head rotation information other thanmouth at singing. Based on the hypotheses
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FIGURE 4.1: Workflow of the proposed method
in the previous chapter, we describe singing voice information, music information,
and mouth shape information used as inputs. Next, we will describe how to ob-
tain head rotation information and expressions other than mouth as output targets.
Finally, as an expression estimation method using these, we will describe the estima-
tion method for facial expression and head rotation information using LSTM which
is a machine learning algorithm suitable for time series data. A schematic diagram
of the proposed method is shown in Fig 4.1.
4.4.1 Dataset Creation
With the improvement of the facial expression estimation technique in recent years,
it has become relatively easy to estimate facial expressions from video and head
rotation information. In this research, we propose a facial expression generation
method using machine learning, using learning data estimated from the video of
singer singing in front of the camera. Here, we consider the construction of the data
set, which is important when using the machine learning generation method. In
order to improve learning efficiency of machine learning, it is necessary to convert
input data and output data to data with high correlation with output. In this section,
we describe a method of converting singing voice information, music information,
and mouth shape information, which are input data, into more meaningful feature
quantities. We will also describe the data set construction of facial expression data
and head rotation information as output.
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4.4.2 Singing Animation Information
First, input information obtained from singing voice will be described. Besides the
lyrics, the singing voice includes the difference in singing characteristics of singers.
Specifically, it includes acoustic features such as volume and utterance. Based on the
psychological experiments in the previous section, it is considered that such infor-
mation is useful information for estimating head rotation information. Therefore, in
this research, it follows the feature quantity used in the speech animation generation
method of Zhou et al., 2018. The volume and the acoustic feature quantities focusing
on the volume and the acoustic features used when estimating the mouth shape of
the speech animation are applied. As the sound volume, the power which is the time
average value of the square of the waveform amplitude is applied. Mel frequency
cepstral coefficient (hereinafter referred to as MFCC) Logan, 2000 widely used for
speech recognition and timbre analysis in music information processing field is ap-
plied as acoustic feature quantity. In addition, in order to provide information on
the temporal change of each feature, many research applies the sound volume and
the MFCC as well as it’s first-order differentiated and second-order differentiated
values. In this study, we also adopted the volume, MFCC, and the first-order differ-
ential in the time direction, the second-order differentiation as the feature of singing
voice.
4.4.3 Song Information
Music has high-dimensional information which is difficult to analyze only from
singing voice information, but certainly has the information on how singers sing.
Features such as characteristics at places where singers do not utter, features not de-
pendent on differences in singers, and information specific to the songs of the songs,
so that the characteristics of the songs themselves can be more strongly expressed.
Such features are considered useful for estimating various information such as utter-
ance timing and the motion induced by beat. In this research, we use the analysis re-
sult of the system proposed by Goto et al., 2011. By using this system, various music
information can be obtained accurately and easily. Among the information that the
system provides, we adopt melody and beat information in this method. Melody
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is pitch information at the time of singing original songs. Similar features can be
presumed from singing voice information, but there are times when singers use ex-
pressions such as "tame" which uttered at a timing slightly differ from the original
beat depending on the singer. These pieces of information observe in time series, it
differs little by little. In order to capture these expressive features, we added this in-
formation separately from the acoustic features of singing voice in this research. The
beat information is the count of the beat defined for the song. Since the beat means
the relative position in the measure, it is possible to express which timing of singing
is the respective beat. By adopting the beat information, it can be considered that
the change according to the beat of the singing way can be estimated. In addition,
beats are also characterized in parts that are not uttering, so it is considered useful
for estimation in singing parts that are not vocalized. For the beat information, a
time series length vector in which one of each beat is included within that vector
used as an input.
4.4.4 Mouth shape information
In this research, only singing voice information and music information are used as
input. Therefore, one other feature we can use is the mouth shape information es-
timated by the method as the mouth shape information. Zhou et al., 2018 In this
method, we estimate the basic visual features of speech that represent the position
of the face and mouth when reading words called visemes. The feature of viseme is
to treat the same role as phoneme in the voices, but as visually. This makes it possi-
ble to express the characteristics of how to move mouth which does not exist in the
sound itself. When viseme is similar in how to move the mouth, since the mimetic
muscles to use are the same, we can capture the characteristics of facial expression
change with only singing voice information by using it as input. In the method of
Zhou et al., 2018, it estimates 22 feature quantities that characterize Vizem. This fea-
ture quantity includes the strength characteristics of the viseme, the feature related
to the connection between the visemes, and the correlation feature of the jaw and the
lip, and the visual similarity is calculated. In the this method, these 22 features were
measured on a frame basis and adopted as input information.
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4.4.5 Facial Expression and Head rotation acquisition
The purpose of this research is to generate expression animation of expressions other
than mouth at singing and head rotation information. There are various method to
control the facial animation such as rig bases, bone basses, muscle bases. Among
them, a technique called blendshape animation was adopted in numerous CG ap-
plication for the facial expression model. Blendshape animation is an animation
production method that deforms facial expressions by determining corresponding
vertex positions by weighted linear sums of a plurality of different basic facial ex-
pressions that have the same mesh topology. Joshi et al., 2006 It is widely used in
many researches and applications in recent years, and it is used as a generic but ver-
satile facial expressionmodel creationmethod. In this study, a blendshapemodel ex-
pressed by facial expressions with 51 basic expressionmodels was used, andweight-
ing coefficients of basis expressions in each frame were used as expression data. For
estimating the weight of the basis expression in the learning data, the expression es-
timation method Li et al., 2013 using the 2D facial feature point and 3 dimensional
face shape estimation is used. From the weighting coefficients for each frame of the
basis expression obtained by applying this method to the animation sung by a per-
son, the weight coefficients of the 19 kinds of base facial expressions, which are the
basic facial expressions other than mouth. These parameters are adopted as output
data. Also, when estimating the weight of the basis facial expression, the three-axis
head rotation information measured at the same time is also adopted as the output
data.
4.4.6 Input Data and Output Data
The singing voice information, the music information, the mouth shape information,
the weight coefficient of the expression other than the mouth shape, and the head
rotation information are different in frame rate and value range, respectively. There-
fore, normalize the frame rate and value range, then input and output. For singing
voice information, song information, and mouth shape information, time series data
of the same length were made by unifying the sampling rate to match the expression
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FIGURE 4.2: Abstracted Image of LSTM
data. In addition, each data was normalized to a numerical value from 0 to 1 accord-
ing to the maximum value and the minimum value of individual data. As described
above, the input data used is constructed as follows; 39 dimensions of acoustic infor-
mation, 3 dimensions of volume information, 3 dimensions of song information, 22
dimensions of mouth shape information. For the output data, weighing coefficients
of facial expressions other than mouth totaled 19 dimensions, and head rotation in-
formation was 3-dimensional data. Using the above data, we adopt the data of 67
dimensions is used as a input data, and 22 dimensions as the measurement time data
are used as output data respectively.
4.4.7 LSTM Singing Animation Estimation
In this research, by using depth learning, expression parameters and head rotation
information at the time of singing are estimated from input singing voices and mu-
sic information. As described above, the input data and the output data respectively
change in time series, and each has strong correlation in the time series direction.
LSTM has been proposed as a deep learning method with high estimation perfor-
mance for such input and output of time series data. In this section, I will outline the
basics of LSTM and then describe the details of the network used in this research.
LSTM (Long-Short TermMemory)
LSTM is a type of RNN that is often used as learning of time series data. RNN is
a model that learns time-series data by setting the output value of the middle layer
of the neural network as input when learning the next data. On the other hand, in
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general RNN, problems such as gradient elimination and gradient explosion occur,
so learning was known to be difficult. LSTM Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997
was developed in order to solve these problems. LSTM is a model that solves these
problems with a mechanism that imitates human short-termmemory and long-term
memory. By adopting internal mechanisms such as input gate, output gate, and
forgetting gate, it made it possible to learning while choosing necessary informa-
tion from the input information, gradient loss hardly occurs in time series data, and
learning with high accuracy. In recent years, it has been adopted in learning of vari-
ous time series data, and it is known to result in high learning performance. In this
study, LSTM network was constructed with reference to the LSTM network used by
Suwajanakorn, Seitz, and Kemelmacher-Shlizerman, 2017 and others. Although this
previous method use one layer of sigle-directional LSTM, the network used in this
research is three-layer unidirectional LSTM because the input has high dimension.
Adam function is used for optimization, hyperbolic tangent which is a hyperbolic
function is used for the activation layer of the final layer, and the L2 norm with the
correct data is used as a loss function. A schematic overview of the network is shown
in Fig. 4.2.
Learning using Data Compression
In this research, facial expression parameters and head rotation information are used
as output. Although it is possible to output such data as it is, it results in very low
learning efficiency. This is because the dimensionality of the facial expression pa-
rameters to be output is significantly large, and it is a major factor that affects to
the efficiency of learning. In order to solve this problem, in this research, efficient
learning is performed by using dimension compression method focusing on facial
expression singing and facial expression. Focusing on expressions at the time of
singing, facial expressions change with various factors such as the height of the
sound and the structure of the music, but it is known that facial expressions with
high similarity and head rotation are performed in singing sections with high sim-
ilarity. Livingstone, Thompson, and Russo, 2009 Also, it is also known that many
songs have a repeating structure, and repeatedly similar expressions appear. Also
it is known that there are many bilateral symmetries in facial expressions Kanade,
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Tian, and Cohn, 2000 and has many features such that the same parts on the left and
right move at the same timing. In this way, since there are many parameters that
change depending on the similar trend in the output data, we apply dimensional
compression for more efficient learning.
Therefore, in this work, the basis expression and the base motion are different
according to the individual, and it is verified that the individuality is original for
only them, even if the music changes. The base motion does not change and only
the time series data of the weighted coefficient It is assumed to change. As described
above, since facial expression changes during singing are caused by the height and
volume of the sound, the base expression at that time does not depend on the music,
and only its frequency of appearance changes. Therefore, baseline expression in
individuals is estimated before learning, and data in which those expressions appear
appears as time series data. Consider processing this time series data as output at
learning.
Non-negative valuematrix factorization (hereinafter referred to asNMF) is known
as a dimension compression method capable of such expressions. NMF is a mass
analysis method that can decompose non-negative data into additive basis compo-
nents. In Lee et al., 2002, NMF is considered that the observation vector is repre-
sented as a weighted sum of a plurality of basis vectors for such an amount that
additivity is satisfied, and a base vector that best explains the observed vector As a
weighted coefficient. NMF is used for various studies as a dimension compression
method of time series data of nonnegative values such as voice data and image data.
In this work, time series data of output facial expression parameters is regarded
as a two-dimensional matrix, and NMF is applied and matrix decomposition is per-
formed as basis vectors and weighted coefficients. As described above, the expres-
sion parameter can be expressed as a weighted linear sum of the base expression
data, and since its expression data are all nonnegative values, the affinity with NMF
is high. By using NMF, it can be represented as frequently appear base motion and
time series data of the weighted coefficient. Let the character have N blendshapes,
the facial expression data vector will be:
X = WHT (4.1)
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will be executed to create 2 Non-Negative Matrix, W = [w1, . . . ,wK] ∈ R
M×K
+
and H = [h1, . . . , hK] ∈ R
N×K
+ . Here wk ∈ R
N
+ and hk ∈ R
t
+ is the facial expression
basis vector and the other is weight vector. In this case, H will be the output data of
the proposed method.
The output of this learning method is time series data of weighting coefficients
of NMF. Therefore, in order to actually output as an animation, it is necessary to
reconvert to the original facial expression parameter. This is possible by multiplying
the matrix representing the basis motion generated by the NMF by the time series
data of the weighted coefficients outputted and reconverting it into the expression
parameter. The expression parameter obtained as a result becomes the original 22-
dimensional expression parameter.
As described above, by using the singing voice information, the music informa-
tion and the mouth shape information as an input and use the weighting coefficients
for the time series obtained by dimensionally compressing the weight coefficients of
the base facial expressions other than the mouth by the NMF as an output using
LSTM. In the case where the music information has been analyzed, in the test phase,
singing voice information and mouth shape information are estimated from singing
voice data and put into the learned LSTM model by creating expression animation
at the time of new singing voice data.
4.5 Results
In this section, we will describe the facial expression animation result created by
the proposed method. We describe the environment of the test used to create the re-
sults at the outset, and then show the animation result generated using the proposed
method.
In this experiment, we used singing voice data and facial expression data recorded
and recorded in the music studio by three singers whom they are Japanese women
sang in Japanese. Singing voices and facial expressions when each singer sings two
songs of popular music are recorded as an acoustic signal and a video. After that, ex-
pression and head rotation information were estimated for the captured using video
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FIGURE 4.3: Comparison between the video from dataset, proposed
method, proposed method without mouth shape feature and pro-
posed method without mouth shape feature and music feature.
cameras. In addition, for each song, melody information and beat information man-
ually created by the method of Goto et al., 2011 and others were created and used
as song information. Results were generated with singing data of one song acquired
from the same singer as training data and singing data of the other song as test data.
From the singing information of another song, learn the behavioral characteristics at
singing and model the behavioral features of singers singing as observed by certain
songs. Using this learned model, an expression animation when the same singer
sang another song is generated using singing information of the test data, music in-
formation, and mouth shape information. By comparing the measured test data in
the data set with the weight coefficient of each facial expression outputted and the
head rotation information, we verify how well the learned behavior characteristics
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of the singer can be modeled.
The output data was converted to seven-dimensional output data using NMF,
the batch size was 200, the number of LSTM lookback frames was 20 frames, the
number of hidden layers of LSTM was 64, the number of learning epochs was 200.
For calculation, NVIDIA GeForce 1080 Ti, GPU was used, and the learning time for
one song was 13 minutes 21 seconds on average.
Fig. 4.3 shows the result of comparing the generated singing motion applied to
the face model and the measured expression data. In addition, for the same LSTM
model, we created results with only singing voice information as input, singing voice
information and song information input as well, and show the expressions in the
same frame side by side. Looking at the expressions, when comparing singing voice
information, singing voice information and song information generated at the time
of measurement, closing the eyes or putting power in the vicinity of the eyebrows,
themouth shape information, the proposedmethod achieved themost similar result.
Focusing on the head rotation information, although the face was moved largely in
the image at the time of measurement when the singing was performed, but the
movement with the result generated by inputting only singing voice information,
singing voice information and music information are relatively small. In the pro-
posed method with mouth shape information added, it was possible to generate a
state in which the face is rotating much like the image at the time of measurement.
Also, using the expression model created by Yamaguchi’s method Yamaguchi et
al., 2018, the result of applying the method to the high definition model is shown in
Fig. 4.6. Approximately 51 blend shapes used in learning were prepared for facial
expression models estimated from a single facial image by the method of Yamaguchi
et al. And the facial expression parameters and head rotation information estimated
by the proposed method were applied. Even for such a high-resolution face model,
we can create expressive animation using the same method, and we confirmed the
effectiveness of the animation generated by this method.
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4.6 Evaluation
In this section, we will discuss about facial expression animation created by the pro-
posed method. In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method, numer-
ical evaluation with measured expression data is performed as numerical precision
evaluation. In addition, regarding the accuracy of modeling of naturalness and in-
dividual movement, subjective evaluation experiments were conducted on results
generated using different input data, and the impression of the generation result
was evaluated.
4.6.1 Numerical Evaluation
First, numerical evaluation is performed on facial expression animation generated
by the proposed method. In this experiment, data of two songs measured from the
data of three semi-professional singers mentioned in Section 5 are used. For each
piece of singing data, learning was performed with data of one piece of music mea-
sured from the same singer, and a result was created based on the data of the other
piece of music. For quantitative evaluation, animation is created with different input
parameters for each. In the proposed method, singing voice information, song in-
formation, and mouth shape information are generated as input, but by comparing
with the result generated by changing input information, validity of input infor-
mation and learning method used in the proposed method . Specifically, we com-
pare input data from the proposed method with no compression by NMF, one with
singing voice information and song information as input data, and one with singing
voice information as input. For the learning model, the learning parameters, and the
calculator, all animation was learned and generated under the same conditions.
As a quantitative evaluation, the facial expression parameter and the head rota-
tion information other than the output mouth are compared with the facial expres-
sion parameter and the head rotation information other than the measured mouth.
For each generated animation, the expression parameter and the head rotation in-
formation at that time are compared by the mean square error with the expression
parameter and the head rotation information acquiredwhen actually measuring. We
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TABLE 4.1: Quantitative evaluation using different input
Input Parameter Full Data A B C
Sing + Song + Mouth (NMF) 81.93 83.24 80.71 80.84
Sing + Song + Mouth(No Compress) 102.54 105.62 102.43 99.57
Sing + Song 88.88 90.42 89.11 87.11
Sing 90.77 94.15 88.23 89.93
calculated the squared error average for each singer and the squared error average
of all the created data and compared and studied.
As written in the results in the table 4.1. A, B, and C represent different singers
and indicate the average value of all the data. It can be seen that the proposed
method inwhich the singing voice information, the song information, and themouth
shape information are dimensionally compressed to the output can reproduce the
correct data with high precision as compared with the result by other inputs. In par-
ticular, since the accuracy is greatly improved even compared with the result when
NMF dimension compression is not performed with the same input information, it
can be said that dimensional compression by NMF contributes greatly to improve-
ment of learning performance.
As a result of using only singing voice as an input, when compared with the re-
sult with singing voice information and song information as input, it can be seen that
adding the mouth shape information greatly improves the result. Compared with
only sound information such as singing voice information and music information, it
is considered that better accuracy could be obtained by including facial expression
information.
4.7 Subjective Evaluation
In order to evaluate the naturalness of the generation result and the behavior charac-
teristic unique to the singer, three subjective evaluation experiments were conducted
on the generated result. The screen used for the subjective evaluation experiment is
shown in Fig. 4.4. In each question, subjects make a pair-wise comparison between
the measured expression data and the results generated under various conditions.
There were a total of 45 subjects, 34 men and 11 females, the age range from 20s to
40s, of which 6 are professional CG artists. In this subjective evaluation experiment,
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a total of 6 animations were created for each of 2 types of patterns of three kinds of
learning data. In each of the three patterns, the properties of input learning data are
different, therefore expected results are different. First, the first pattern is to compare
the results of learning with different singers and different songs and measurement
data. In this pattern, test data with input data greatly differs in environments during
learning and testing are obtained. We evaluate the stability of the learning model by
evaluating whether natural motion can be learned when using such singing voice
information as given input. Next, the second pattern is the result of learning and
performing with different songs of the same singer. It is expected that similar re-
sults to the measured data will be obtained because it is a result learned from the
same singer, although it is different songs. From this result, we verify how well the
singer’s singing behavior unique to the singer can be learned from the characteristics
of the singing voice information of the singer. And the third pattern is the result of
learning with the same song by different singers. Since it is a result of learning from
the data of the same song but different singer, it is expected that results not similar
to the measured data will be obtained. From this result, we verify whether we can
learn the unique motion characteristics of different singers among the same songs.
4.7.1 Naturalness of the synthesized results
For the first pattern, we compared which of the measured data and the generated
data seems to be natural as a movement of human beings by a 7-level Likert scale.
Here, it is set that selecting 1 answers that measurement data is more natural and
selecting 7 answers that generated result to be natural. The average value of the an-
swer results is shown in the table 4.2. The average value of the answer result was
2.78, and it indicates that the result that the measured data seems more natural. On
the other hand, looking at the histogram of the number of votes obtained in the an-
swer result shown in Fig. 4.5 a., 22.2 % of subjects can not distinguish whether the
result "cannot be chosen" or "the result is natural". Even in the generation results
when the learning time and the testing time are greatly different, it can be stably
generated the generation result that the number of subjects answering that the gen-
eration result is more natural than the measurement data has been indicated.
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FIGURE 4.4: Subjective Experiment Interface
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FIGURE 4.5: Voting result of subjective Experiment
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For the second pattern and the third pattern, we compared the measured data
with the generated data, by selecting which one seems to be natural as a human
motion using the 7-level Likert scale. The average value of the answer results is
shown in the table 4.2. The average value of the answer result was 3.56. As you can
see from the histogram on the number of votes obtained in the answer result shown
in Fig. 4.5 b., which shows that the result is very close to the median value of 4,
the ratio of selecting measurement data and generated result is almost identical. It
indicates that natural results can be generated even by comparison with measured
data.
In addition, average values are shown in Table 4.3 only by evaluation results of
professional CG artists. The average value of the first pattern was 2.57, the second
pattern and the average value of the third pattern was 3.21. The result here also
evaluates the measurement data as being more natural if both the singer and the
song are different, whereas if either one of the singer and the song is the same, it is
close to the median value, and it was evaluated that it is natural as compared with
measured data.
From the above results, it was found that the proposed method was able to gen-
erate natural results in pair-wise comparison with measured data when either singer
or song was the same for learning and testing. Even under the harsh conditions that
both singers and songs differ between learning and testing, since professional CG
artists have found that they are able to produce natural results, It can be said that
the proposed method is stable and it succeeded in generating a natural result to.
4.7.2 The individual expressivity of the result
For the second pattern, the dissimilarity between the measured data and the gen-
erated data was evaluated by the 7-level Likert scale. Table 4.2 shows the average
value of the result. When both of the results seemed very similar to themeasurement
data the subjects are asked to select 1, and 7 is for not similar to the measurement
data. In the second pattern, since it is the result of learning with different songs of
the same singer, if it should be similar to the measurement data. If it succeeded, the
proposed method models more accurately and distinctive behavior It can be said
that it succeeded. The result of this experiment has an average value of 3.19, and it
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was able to obtain the result that it is slightly similar. Looking at the histogram of
the number of votes obtained in the figure shown in Fig. fig: hist c., We can see that
there are many subjects evaluating "similar" or "very similar" .
For the third pattern, dissimilarity between the measured data and the generated
data was evaluated by a 7-level Likert scale. Table 4.2 shows the average value of
the result. When both of the results seemed very similar to the measurement data
the subjects are asked to select 1, and 7 is for not similar to the measurement data.
In the third pattern, the result of learning with the same song of different singers
which should look different from the measured data, the proposed method models
the behavior more precisely and distinctively. It can be said that the learning result
have succeeded. The average value of the result was 4.32, and it was able to obtain
the result that the generated results are not similar. Looking at the histogram of the
number of votes obtained in the answer result shown in Fig. 4.5 d. The subjects eval-
uating "different" or "completely different" are significantly large. It is understood
that the subject evaluated positively has exceeded the number of people who eval-
uated negatively. In order to judge the significance in the difference between these
results, Student’s t-test was conducted using the result of the second pattern and the
result of the third pattern. The result of two-sided test was 0.000019, and it was con-
firmed that there was sufficient significant difference in this subjective evaluation
experiment.
In addition, the evaluation results of only professional CG artists in the same
experiment are shown in table 4.3. The results show that the average value of the
second pattern was 2.79 and the average value of the third pattern was 4.93. From
the perspective of a professional CG artist, the second pattern was evaluated as "sim-
ilar", the third pattern evaluated as "not similar", and these results has a significantly
large difference with the subject who was not a CG artist. We evaluated this that the
subjects who are not CG artists have very few opportunities to compare and observe
the unique expression of characters compared to CG artists. Therefore, it should
have been difficult to make an absolute assessment as to whether or not they are
similar or not, and the results were closer to the median value which indicates the
uncertainty of the subjects decision. In Fig. 4.5 d., the subjects who evaluated to be 3
to 5 totaled 64.4 % of the subjects, and similar considerations can be made from this
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TABLE 4.2: Subjective Evaluation on the naturalness and the similar-
ity with the dataset
Learning Data Comp w/ GT Unsim w/ GT
Different Singer + Different Song 2.78 N/A
Same Singer + Different Song 3.52 3.19
Different Singer + Same Song 4.63 4.32
TABLE 4.3: Subjective Evaluation on the naturalness and the the sim-
ilarity by professional CG Artists
Learning Data Comp w/ GT Unsim w/ GT
Different Singer + Different Song 2.57 N/A
Same Singer + Different Song 2.87 2.79
Different Singer + Same Song 3.57 4.93
that the many subjects had difficulty in making judgments.
From the results above, it can be said that we succeeded in generating an anima-
tion close to the measurement data by modeling the movement of the same singer
even for different songs. When learning the behavior of different singers of the same
song, we found that it is possible to obtain a result that is significantly different from
the results learned by the same singer, though it does not result in much different
generation results. On the other hand, professional CG artists’ perspective that there
was a significant difference in results, and professional CG artists found that the pro-
posedmethod was effective both in creating natural motion and individual motions.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a facial expression animation generation method fo-
cused on singing structure and singing voice characteristics at singing. In order
to estimate facial expression parameters other than the mouth shape and rotation
component of the face, parameters related to the music were extracted from songs
and singing voices, and mouth shape data peculiar to music was estimated on the
mouth shape. By making learning of such data into a deep learning model taking
time series into account, we succeeded in generating facial expression animation at
high definition singing from elements that can be obtained from singing voices and
songs.
As a future work, devising a learning model for songs with different tempos
can be considered. At the moment, we are only experimenting when the tempo of
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FIGURE 4.6: Singing Motion applied to photorealistic facial models.
the learning data and the test data are similar, and we have not done experiments
with music with a large tempo differences. However, in the case of different tempos
and songs, it is inferred that learning is difficult because the singing characteris-
tics change significantly even for the same singer. In other researches using deep
learning, there are examples that increase the generalization performance of learn-
ing models by increasing the number of learning data, and correspond to various
kinds of inputs. Therefore, by constructing dataset at singing with various songs,
we are able to devise a method that can deal with songs with wider variations of
genre. Moreover, by gathering data of more singers, it is possible to estimate expres-
sive features at singing from the facial expression features at the time of conversation
and trying to generalize facial expressions in singing from the facial features of many
singers Consider doing it.
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Real-time control interface for
preserving the expressivity of the
character
5.1 Introduction
In recent years, dance animation using digitally generated characters has been pop-
ular more than ever with it’s growth of musical animation industry. As for the dance
animation, one of the most popular way of creating such animation is to pre-render
the dance animation. I can easily say that the pre-rendered animation can be useful
for contents such as films or video where the viewers reaction does not play a large
role, while real-time dance authoring has also been introduced due to its demands
year by year. Novel sensors such as depth sensor cameras or the motion capture
systems, the real-time control over the CG characters had become more accessible.
These interfaces offered the user to create computer generated dance motions with
intuitiveness. Though I are able to enjoy various live performances acted by CG
characters, these live performances are created to be performed only to show the 2D
video created in advance as an offline process. With the level of complexity in the
backstage of live scene authoring, there lies the problem of purely in the skills of the
performers but also the technical complexity to realize a high quality live stage per-
formance. Accordingly, our goal in this chapter is to offers a character control system
that requires a low level skills to not only control the character, but also seemlessly
adapts into existing live stage performance frameworks.
The major challenge for the real-time dance authoring is that while some dance
movements can be said that it is similar to normal motion, most of the dance moves
are dissimilar in that its motion requires to follow the beat. In music and dance, the
beat is defined as an audible or visual cue demarcating the separation of a certain
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sequence of the music or dance. Dancers change their poses while continuously
maintaining the beat of both the dance and music to fit to each other. The rhythm
of musical content is normally defined by a repeating sequence of beats. Dance and
music have evolved in tandem over centuries with the by having the beat in the
middle to share and match them. Various existing motion control interfaces have
not successfully been able to control high quality dance as these principles over the
beat and rhythm are been ignored.
To address this problem, I considered a hypothesis that the interaction of real-
time dance motion can be intuitive by allowing the users to understand the beat of
both motion and music. The hypothesis has risen when observing the disk jockey
in music. A disk jockey, known as a DJ, is a person who plays music by controlling
the disk and sound interfaces to at a club or live performance. Their performance
often involves intricate and seamless mixing to joint a piece of music with another,
which is known as a way of performing music without playing musical instruments.
Such interaction with the music normally considers the beat of the music to be the
key to make the music continuously. Since both dance and music shares the similar
principles of the beat, I expected that by providing semantics for the user to control
the beat when controlling dance motion would allow the user a highly usability for
system.
In this chapter, I present a real-time dance motion authoring interface based on
such a hypothesis, called DanceDJ. By mimicking the interaction of the musical DJ in
music, the system offers the intuitive control of the dance motion and create dance
motion in real-time with high-quality. Implementation of the synchronize button
in which I created to synchronizes the dance motion and the music played by the
other electronic musical instruments, the user can easily match the beat of the dance
motion to that of the music without losing the control over the character. In contrast
to the DJ in music, the connectivity and beat of dance motion are much abstract than
that of the music, which affects the intuitiveness during the time when user connects
the dance motion to another. To support the users in such case, I have implemented
a novel feature to compute the smoothness of the connection of the dance motions.
The system computes the beat of the dance by using the motion intensity to estimate
the probability of the frame wise connectivity of the dance motion, which represents
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how well the beat of dance and music synchronize together. This dance specified
feature offers the users a DJ-like experience when creating dance motion in real-time
and provides better control to create the motion. Such interaction can be said that it
realized our hypothesis of the beat and it’s high correlation with music and dance
motion.
We have built a fully usable real-time interface for dance authoring. I have con-
ducted experiments in which the results indicated the capability of synthesizing
high-quality dance motion in real-time using the proposed DJ interface. The exper-
iments that I have conducted is the subjective evaluation for two perspectives: user
and the audience. For the user, I have evaluated the level of usability for users to
be able to create high-quality dance motion with intuitiveness. As for the audience,
I have evaluated the quality of the created dance motions by watching the resulted
dance motion in which our system has created in real-time at the stage performance.
There are two major contributions in this paper:
• Designing a novel DJ interface for real-time dance authoring based on dance
and music correlations.
• Introducing a novel dance and music beat evaluation function in which they
evaluate the quality of a pose in a dance synchronizes to that of another dance
by the estimated beat of motion and music.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follow. Section ?? describes the related
works of this project. Section ?? describes the DJ interface I have implemented in
order to achieve real-time dance authoring. Section 5.4 describes the implementation
of the transition function that estimate the quality of transitioning from a motion to
another based on the pattern of the beat. Section 5.5 describes the way to visualize
the results of the transition function in order to control the dance effectively. Section
5.6 explains the user study results to evaluate our system on how well it supports
the usability of the system. Finally, Section 5.8 concludes and discusses the system.
5.2 Related Work
In this section, I introduce some of works that relates to our research. Numerous
related works exists for creating character motion interactively both in HCI and CG
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research field. Our related work can be clustered into two different categories; user
interaction of character motion and DJ-like interactions.
5.2.1 Character Control User Interfaces
Various interfaces have been introduced to control character motion. One of the fa-
vorite ways is the performance-based approach. The interface, which uses motion
capture and video of human motion has been widely used when creating 3DCG
animation with dance motions. Ishigaki et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2002; Shiratori and
Hodgins, 2008; Dontcheva, Yngve, and Popovic´, 2003; Fender, Müller, and Lindl-
bauer, 2015. Depth camera based motion sensing opens another pathway for real-
time character controls Shum et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2016. These interfaces fulfill the demands of creating accurate human motion, they
relies fully upon the ability of the users to perform the motion the user want to cre-
ate. Moreover, these interfaces are not capable of editing to create the final character
motion. If the user wished to edit the data from the interface, the users are required
to use other interface, such as sketch-based interaction Choi et al., 2016; Guay, Cani,
and Ronfard, 2013; Jin et al., 2015; Hahn et al., 2015; Choi et al., 2012. While these
interfaces are intuitive and easy to use, it is unrealistic to use such interfaces for cre-
ating real-time motion. Interfaces that control the bones of the characters Yoshizaki
et al., 2011; Held et al., 2012; Zhai and Milgram, 1998; Jacobson et al., 2014, such
as ones method proposed by Glauser et al., 2016, offers users a intuitive creation of
the dance motion. These character-shaped interfaces that in which they deform the
characters’ bones allow users to make arbitrary poses with high interactiveness. De-
spite of being intuitive in creating body shapes for a specific frame, these interfaces
are also not sufficient of controlling character motion in real-time, and it is unrealis-
tic to use only two hands to create the animation with this interface. Similar to video
games controls, the motion coordination keys in which the individual buttons are
set with specific motion are widely used to create character motions Yazaki et al.,
2015. In this way, the users are only required to press various buttons and achieve
real-time control over the character movement. I can say that the usability is fine
since with the observation that the multiple video games platform applies the same
interface, though it is required to memorize the various motions allocated to each
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particular button. This forces either the users to memorize a numerous patterns of
button allocated motions or the motion creators to limit the variety of the motions
allowed the character to be created.
5.2.2 DJ-like Interaction in Research
Due to its creative nature of mixing, various types of research have been focused
upon the interaction of DJ’s. The interaction of DJ’s has been studied in many ways
to create similar applications or improve the actions of them. While many of these
applications introduces a novel interface alternative to the traditional DJ interface,
the form of DJ interfaces has not changed significantly. Therefore, recent researchers
have applied the DJ interaction to other applications in other domains to take an ad-
vantage of its high usability Ragnhild et al., 2003; Norman and Amatriain, 2007;
Groth and Shamma, 2013. Target applications of DJ-like interaction varies from
data visualization, 3DCG visualization to Robot motion control. In these researches,
sliders and turntables have been installed in various real-time control applications.
These research have proven that DJ-like interactions have capability of increasing
the usability and provide the user with a novel experience of interaction with the
target application in different domain, especially for the real-time controls.
Our user interface is inspired by the work done by Shirokura et al., 2010 which is
called ”Robot-Jockey”. This interface introduced a novel interaction for controlling
the dance motion of a robot using the DJ-like interaction of changing tempo and
motion in real-time. Since the primary goal of this interface is to provide the means
of creating the robot’s motions in real-time with intuitive interaction, the interface
only requires to select very limitedmotions options, for instance kicking or punching
from the motion database. The limited selection of motions can be sufficient for a
robot which only has a very few degree of freedom to control the body, while 3DCG
characters have siginificantly larger number of the joints, bones and skin to take
into account. Therefore, I follow the idea of controlling dance motions in real-time
using a DJ-like interface while I improve the system to be sufficient to control 3DCG
characters.
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5.2.3 Implementation Requirements
Taking the shortcomings of related applications towards our potential users into
account, I set our implementation requirements as follows:
Mixing interface for intuitive controls:
I select and control the parameters of the character motion that are necessary
for the live-action remixing of dance motions.
Intuitive data transmission:
Our interface applied MIDI data transmission. The MIDI control system is a
well-designed, very popular and intuitive interface in various fields that re-
quires real-time interactions.
Real-time:
Our interface can create dance motions in real-time, which allows usage in live
performances such as concerts.
In developing our interface, our goal was to implement all of the features into the
interface which the works cited above have not yet completely satisfied. Since none
of the related works and products have been able to fulfill the needs set out above,
I believe that our interface that accomplished these goals is more advantageous for
application in various situations.
5.3 DanceDJ Interface
In order to verify the hypothesis described in Section ??, I developed the prototype
of the interface to control the character’s dance motion using a DJ interface. A live
stage performance work flow is shown in Figure ??. First, the DJ or the musician
plays music along DanceDJ and shares the beat information with the DanceDJ sys-
tem using a local network in real-time. While I have only evaluated our system
playing along DJ, other electronic instruments and existing online beat estimation
systems shares the similar data transmission system which make the proposed sys-
tem to be applicable for wide variety of music genre. Secondly, the DanceDJ, as an
operator not the system, controls an input dance motion to synchronize with the
beat which is received from the musical instrument. At last, the created character
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FIGURE 5.1: Common DJ Interface; buttons, fader and turntables are
equipped for mixing two music.
with dance motion assigned by DanceDJ is projected on a screen or stage in front of
audiences. From the perspective of the audiences, it appears to be like the character
is dancing while maintaining the music played by the DJ. In our subjective evalu-
ation experiment, the DJ used a DJ software package called Traktor, and sent music
information to other device with a software called Ableton Link. The DJ interface and
the DanceDJ interfaces shares a MIDI signal distributed at each button or slider to
understand what the opposing player acting.
A typical DJ interface used in music controls is shown in Figure 5.1. This inter-
face has various buttons and sliders to control music. The left and right part that
have similar buttons and sliders are for controlling two different music respectively.
The play button is for playing/pausing the music. The tempo faders are capable of
adjusting the speed of the tempo on each music. The turntables interface in the mid-
dle can adjust playback speed to sync the tempos or beats. In the middle, the cross
fader blends the two of music assigned to the left and right parts. The sync buttons
are used to automatically sync the music tempo based on the other assigned music.
To control the character’s dance motion, I map the different dance motion fea-
tures controls functions onto the DJ controller as shown in Table 5.1. The idea behind
such mapping design is to mimic the semantics of the buttons such that musical DJs
can transfer their skills from music controls to dance controls. The tempo faders are
allocated with a motion speed control function. The play buttons start and pause
a dance motion. The turntables are used to playback sequences of dance motion
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TABLE 5.1: Mapping Function between DJ and Dance Parameters
DJ-Interface Dance control parameters
Tempo fader Motion speed
Cross fader Mixing dance motion
Pinch fader Sound effect
Turntable Moving in few sequence
PLAY Start/Stop dance animation
SYNC Synchronization between music and dance
CUE Visualization of the transition point
FIGURE 5.2: DanceDJ’s system screen in a prototype stage. (a) For au-
dience, the center’s character displayed for a user is only projected to
the projection screen. (b) For a user, the system displays three charac-
ters, which left and right are assigned different motions respectively,
and center is a result interpolated dance motions between left and
right by using cross fader.
frame by frame. The cross fader interpolates two different dance motions assigned
in the either of the sides of the interface. The sync buttons are used for automatically
tunes the tempo of the selected dance motion based on the music tempo received
from the musical instruments. As for the cue button, I set alternative function from
the musical DJ set up in which the button is used for the visualization function as
described in Section 5.4 to find a smooth transition frame between each sides of the
dance motions.
In Figure 5.2, I show a simple DanceDJ’s system screen. From the user’s perspec-
tive, the screen has three columns displaying the same character; the left and right
columns display two different dance motions, and the center column displays the
result that is interpolated from the left and right dance motions dependent on the
cross fader’s value. The audience can only see the resultant character in the center
column.
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Our system employs a data-driven approach to synthesize a new dance motion.
I constructed a dance database that consisted of 16 dance motions from a Japanese
video website niconico. In our study, this number of dance motions were sufficient
for our experiments and a live performance for about half an hour. The dance mo-
tions were created by various amateur users, and the duration was about 3 minutes
each. All dance motions are retargetted to the same structure with the same num-
ber of joints, which facilitates efficient motion interpolation. In our experiment, I
used motion data with 70 joints included finger joints. Joints are represented us-
ing quaternions and I use Spherical Linear Interpolation (SLERP) for interpolating the
joints between two dance motions.
It is a challenge to mix motions seamlessly and avoid sudden jumps of postures.
While a DJ is able tomix differentmusic by ad-lib as they havememorized themusic,
requiring the DJ to memorize all the dance choreography for dance mixing would be
difficult. I address the problem by proposing a technical solution and by providing
visual guidance. For the technical solution, I propose a novel transition function to
evaluate a connectivity between two different dance motions based on the motion
tempo, postures and the original music tempo assigned to each dance motion, which
is detailed in Section 5.4. As the visual guidance, I visualize a result of the transition
function to users on the system screen in real-time, which is described in Section 5.5.
5.4 A Transition Function for Dance Motions
In this section, I describe on a design for the transition function in order to evalu-
ate how smoothly a frame in a dance can transit to a frame in another dance. This
function supports a user to provide sufficient way to select the transition frame can-
didates of a selected dance motion. The function consists of two terms including (1)
the beats of both music and motion Ebeat(i, j), and (2) the similarity of human poses
Epose(i, j):
Etrans(i, j) = w1Ebeat(i, j) + w2Epose(i, j), (5.1)
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FIGURE 5.3: An analyzed result for arbitrary dancemotion. Thewave
information is Weight Effort (WE) considered the sum of angular ve-
locity for the all joints at each frame. Dot circles represents dance
motion beats calculated from the WE value
FIGURE 5.4: The beat evaluation result (Ebeat) of transition function
applied for arbitrary music and the dance motion created by artists.
When the music beat and the motion beat are completely matching,
the result becomes a constant sine curve.
where i and j are the beat indexes of two different dance motions, w1 and w2 are
weights from 0.0 to 1.0 for the evaluation functions Ebeat(i, j) and Epose(i, j) respec-
tively. These weight parameters are controlled by the user using the pinch fader of
the DJ interface. Ebeat(i, j) and Epose(i, j) are described in the next two subsections.
5.4.1 Beat Matching between Music and Motion
Taking into account the fact that dance motion represents music beats as physical
expression, the dance motion beat has correlation with joint angular velocity or an-
gular moment. Accordingly, I first compute the Weight Effort using a sum of angular
velocity for each dance motion in the database. I then define motion beat from the
minimum value in each a certain window range Shiratori, Nakazawa, and Ikeuchi,
2006. Since the dance motion mostly comes with a corresponding music, I acquired
the window range from the beat of the music.
As for the beat of the corresponding music, I applied the Songle API to analyze .
The beat information in Songle API comes with a set of both time position and beat
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FIGURE 5.5: A result of Motion Graph applied for two different dance
motions; The width and height of the image corresponds to the num-
ber of frames for each two dance motions. The corresponded frame
colored with white represents high similarity of two postures.
count, and I calculate the beat per minutes (BPM) by calculating the average beat
over time.
As shown in Figure 5.3, I observed that the dance motion beat does not always
corresponds to the music beat because the dance motion beat tends not have con-
stant interval as the musical beat. Our assumption was that a smooth transition of
the dance should occur at the frame when the beat of both music and motion sync.
Accordingly, I design the beat evaluation function Ebeat(i, j) to grade a beat corre-
sponding rate between the motion and the music. To assess a beat’s coincidence
factor of motion tempo with music tempo, I estimate the discretized motion tempo
into a continuous function using a Gaussian filter. The range of those weight values
are from 0.0 to 1.0. I set 0.1 as the sigma value used in Gaussian distribution. The
result is shown in Figure 5.4.
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FIGURE 5.6: Final system screen; I show the beat information below.
In the upper right hand corner visual guidance based on the transi-
tion function for seamless transition in shown.
5.4.2 Posture Similarity
To connect the different dance motions smoothly, I used the similarity of the pose
as proposed in Kovar, Gleicher, and Pighin, 2002. In this method the similarity of
the posture is define by the sum of root mean square distance in joint positions for
all joints. Between two dance motions, the frame-wise pose similarity is calculated
and represented using a similarity matrix as shown in Figure 5.5. The X-axis of the
matrix represents the number of the frames in a dance motion, and the Y-axis of the
matrix represents that of another dance. A darker the pixel is the more it indicates a
high similarity at the corresponding frame pair.
We conduct this similarity computation for all dance motion in the dataset for
every combinations as an pre-process. This has been done to reduce on-line compu-
tational time ruring the run-time. During the run-time, two poses from two dance
motions are given and the calculated value is retrieved from the given similarity
matrix to be used in the posture similarity function Epose(i, j).
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5.5 Visual Guidance for Motion Transition
In this section, I explain on the visualization of the dance motion information on the
screen UI to assist a user to achieve a smooth transition between two different dance
motions.
An example of the graphical interface is shown in Figure 5.6. Our system has
three regions on the system display; the left and right columns are for editing, and
the center is for visualization for the mixing result. Once the user sets the cross fader
to the right side, the user is able to select which dance motion the user would like to
edit and start editing it on the left side.
Specifically, tn the top left and right hand corners of Figure 5.6, I allocated basic
music and dance information which is the input dance motion, the music title, du-
ration, beat, BPM and structure. The lines at the bottom left and right hand sides
displays the music beat of the dance motion, which can be scrolled upwards while
controlling the playback of a dance motion. The color on the line indicates the sim-
ilarity level of the certain frames’ transitioning calculated by solving Equation 5.1.
At the bottom of the center column, the colored lines shows the music beat of four
counts which the beat of the musical instrument sends through Ableton Link. When
the user pushes the Sync button on the DanceDJ interface, the interval length of the
music beat bars fits to the length of the beat received from the musical instrument.
5.5.1 Visualization of Transition Frames
Here,I describe a visualizing process for supporting the user during transitioning
between different dance sequences.
When the user look for the next transition point by pushing the cue button, the
system retrieves the smooth connection similarity data using Equation 5.1. A time-
line in which it visualizes the results of the transition function can be seen below
both the music structure. It shows that the time-line information which considers
the global similarity (based on music and motion features such as tempo and pose)
with the other candidate dance motion. Red has been used to represent large values
and blue is to represent small values. Similarly, the color of the time-lines below the
dancing character is keep on updated by the same color rule. It shows on the local
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TABLE 5.2: Questions for audiences; (7-points Likert scale, 7: most
agree; 1: least agree)
No. Question
Q1. Were you satisfied with the animation re-
sult?
Q2. Is the connection between different dance
sequences natural?
Q3. Did you feel that the animation result
matched both the dance and music?
FIGURE 5.7: Result of the user evaluation from audience perspective.
similarity (based only on the pose similarity) between the currently selected dance
frame and the other candidate’s pose in the neighbor frame range.
5.6 User Study
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our system, user studies have been con-
ducted from the two perspective; audiences and users. 17 people (15 men and 2
women) and 12 people (11 men and 1 woman) has been involved in this experiment
for the user and audience perspective studies respectively. Age range of the subjects
are from 21 to 30 years old. None of the subjects had DJ experience, while 25 percent
of the subjects had experience in dance or stage performance such as juggling.
5.6.1 Audience Perspective
In the study of audience perspective, two dance animations using our system syn-
chronized with music played by a DJ was shown for a few minutes. The first an-
imation was controlled by an experienced user without the transition function nor
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automatic beat synchronization. From here I define this system as the prototype sys-
tem. The second animation was controlled by the same user using the full range of
functions that is proposed in this chapter. After showing both results, subjects were
asked three questions for each synthesized animation shown in Table 5.2 to evaluate
the visual effectiveness of the dance motion synthesized using the transition function
in which we defined. For those three questions, the figure showed that our pro-
posed method was better than the prototype stage which did not have the transition
function and automatic beat synchronization. In other words, our method assisted
the user in synchronizing the dance motion with the DJ’s music and helped them
to transition seamlessly between different dance motions. As for the dance quality
from the audience’s point of view, there were no significant differences between our
proposed method and the prototype stage (p-values were more than 0.05 using a
two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
5.6.2 User Perspective
In the experiment of the user’s perspective, I first instructed the basic usage of the
prototype system to the subject for 5 minutes. The subject then used the system
while listening to a DJ playing music for 10 minutes. Then, I explained our full sys-
tem including the visualized transition function and automatic beat synchronized
function for 5 minutes. The subject then used it for 10 minutes. In this way, the user
can feel the difference of our proposed method compared with the prototype.
After the experiment, questions have been asked to each subject to evaluate the
systems with five questions shown in Table 5.3. Figure 5.8 shows the averaged re-
sults of the user study. In Q1, Q2 and Q3, our system scores significantly over-
achieved the score of the prototype system. A two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank test
was conducted to demonstrate that the difference between the average score was
statistically significant. In Q4, majority of the subjects suggested that our system
was more adaptable using the transition function between dance motion than the
prototype system, as shown in Figure 5.9. In Q5, the transition function with the
visual guidance offers subjects to intuitively control with small amount of time, as
shown in Figure 5.10.
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TABLE 5.3: Questions for users; Q1-Q4 (7-points Likert scale, 7: most
agree; 1: least agree), Q5 (open ended)
No. Question
Q1. Could you naturally connect dance mo-
tion sequences?
Q2. Could you match both dance and music?
Q3. Were you satisfied with the dance anima-
tion you controlled.
Q4. Did you feel that the mapping relation-
ship between each button and motion
function was adaptable?
Q5. How long did it take you to control the
dance motion satisfactorily?
FIGURE 5.8: Result of the user evaluation from user perspective.
The results of user evaluation indicates that our method was more effective in
transitioning seamlessly from both the audience and user’s perspective.
5.6.3 Other Feedback
A part from the user studies above, a live stage performance with a DJ in a music
club have been conducted. The synthesized character’s dance motion was projected
to a large 2D screen of the stage using a projector. 20-30 audience participated to
our live performances. After the live stage performance, we conducted a simple
survey to the audiences. The survey indicated that the positive reaction has been
made from the audience when the character was synchronized with the DJ’s music.
During our live performance an opportunity to collaborate with VJ has been made
who was getting ready switching the channel of the screen from ours to him. On the
stage without being communication, the VJ offered us to mix two video channel half
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FIGURE 5.9: Question 4
FIGURE 5.10: Question 5
and half, and the VJ made the visual effects such as the dance floor for our dancing
character by ad-lib. This is shown in Figure 5.11. From such aexperience, we’ve felt
an possibility of a collaboration with not only DJ but also VJ.
5.7 Discussions
Experimental feedback : As an evaluation, two experiments to evaluate both au-
dience and user perspective. In order to evaluate the difference we set the experi-
ments to set all the subjects to evaluate the prototype prior to evaluating our Dance
DJ. Due to the fairness of our experiment, such comparison might not be sufficient.
To counterbalance the evaluation more, an additional experiment in reverse order to
evaluate detailed advantages of our system are required to be done. From our exper-
iments, I found that DanceDJ system still has some rooms of improvement for both
audiences and users. For instance, since our system can support user to seamlessly
transit different dance motion naturally, sometimes many audiences do not even no-
tice the timing of the transition. This raises the problem where the system may not
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FIGURE 5.11: The scene of live performance. Left and right persons
are DanceDJ player and DJ player. The middle person is next VJ
player. Incidentally, DanceDJ player and a VJ player started a novel
collaboration.
encourage drastically large motion effects at the transition. Such dramatic transition
can be seen the stage for musical DJs when they transit between drastically different
songs. As our future work, the improvemnt on the design in order to offer various
connecting function, such as for a mash-up affection, which provide user intuitive
control to create different varieties of dance motion with only simple change of the
transition function. Some other future directions of the system are listed below:
Emotional Enrichment: Visualization of the emotional features of music in real-
time. A character’s facial and body motion are synchronized with music emotional
features perceived by the audiences. Integrating existing techniques such as auto-
matic facial motion synthesis Asahina et al., 2015 and motion filter Wang et al., 2006
using the pinch fader to enrich quality of the animation might add more expressive-
ness to the system.
Database Limitation: For all the experiments, a motion database created by ar-
mature artists has been made. Hence, the quality and the quantity of the motion
database are very limited at this point. In the future, collecting more dance motions
and corresponded music data-set from the video shared in different video hosting
services is required using Computer Vision technique.
Helping Users with Disabilities: Since the system only requires the user to control
a few function to create the dance motion, I have the expectation on the system to
be able to help those who cannot dance due to physical disabilities. I am currently
planning to evaluate how to better serve such a user group by providing this system
to generate virtual dance characters for their enjoyment. We plan to integrate more
functions for wider range of users with physical disability to be able to enjoy dance
through our system. Artists Collaboration: I believe that the users of our system,
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DanceDJs, have a high possibility to be a new type of major artists in the field, such
as DJs or VJs. From our experiences in the collaboration with DJs as well as VJs has
been successful, the collaborations with other kinds of visual artists will be a very
interesting direction to move forward for exploring future possibilities.
5.8 Conclusion
In this chapter I have presented DanceDJ, a novel DJ-like interface to create dance
animation in real-time. I have presented the transition function and visual guidance
to support the user control as our main contribution. The transition function con-
sidered both synchronization between the music and humanmotion beats, and pose
similarity with next dance’s pose. By visualizing the transition function result, the
system offers the user to intuitively and effectively control the transition to the next
dance motion smoothly. Evaluation for the effectiveness from audience and user
perspectives has been made and had positive reactions from the both sides.
As for our future work, the other features that might help the user experience
will be introduce. A motion effect function for changing the dynamics of dance mo-
tions with using the pinch fader is one of the options. As for collaboration with
Video Jockeys (VJs), I will build a system the dancing character can play with VJs
and theyu control the background environment to be more attractively. Further-
more, our system will need to be able to find arbitrary dance motions from dance
motion database as soon as possible as an on-line process by using a motion explor-
ing function. I believe that DanceDJ has a high potential to become a new style of
live performance in collaboration with DJ, VJ and real dancers on a stage.
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Conclusion
In this chapter we conclude this dissertation by clarifying the orientation of our
research on musical animation synthesis. Furthermore, we discuss future work of
the related fields.
6.1 Summary
We have described our work on musical animation synthesis specifically on facial
animation during singing and the interface to control dance motion, in order to
support artists to to create live stage performances. Through 3 chapters of our
work(Chapter 2 to Chapter 4), we have demonstrated the glimpse of the musical
animation synthesis field. Facial animation and the interaction of the musical ani-
mation field still requires numerous deep dives into the details, while this disserta-
tion provided the beginning of the musical animation synthesis. These two fields
and the the dance motion processing will eventually play huge roles not only for the
character animation industry but also the music information synthesis to be the new
corner stone of the fields.
6.2 The future of the fields
Ever since first live stage performance of the 3DCG avatar, similar performances
have been conducted. Some of the performances have been extremely successful,
while some others are not. The details of the difference in such similar stages is yet
unknown, the fact tells us that the viewers are more andmore capable of recognizing
the high quality animation and low quality animations with the development of the
industry. Additionally, as the animation quality develops, the uncanny valley of
3DCG animation will play significant roles on the viewers. As the current demands
sustains, our research will be revisited in near future and wish to play bigger roles.
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We are working on several live stage performance of the singer whom she is already
passed away. During the creation some of the factors have been mentioned for the
future of this field of study. In this section we will discuss some of the fields that this
area of study lacks and the hints for the future.
6.2.1 The dataset creation for the musical animations
The introduction of machine learning revisited the importance in the high=quality
data, and this field is no exception. While animation dataset is very small, the size
of the musical animation is significantly low. The hopes of the fields is the video
datasets of people singing on the streaming services. If many people have posted
the data more often than not, we are able to require a large dataset of people singing
or dancing. The large dataset of musical animation is not only important
6.2.2 The singing specific facial rigs
Our singing facial animation synthesis explained in Chapter3 has been implemented
to the live stage performance to be held. During the time, the discussion had been
made that the way of rigging the character when people sings seems to behave far
apart from the daily facial animation. In speech animation the discussions have been
made that the spcial rig specified for themouthmotion. Singing requiresmovements
that is specified for singing such as the breathing, blinking, the feeling or the differ-
ence in genre of the song. To well represent such behavior it might be necessary to
model the singing specific facial rigs. In order to find the best representation of the
facial animation control rigs, the number of the dataset is significantly important. As
being addressed in the previous section, creation of the dataset will also have high
hopes for supporting this.
6.2.3 Realtime control of singing animation
In this dissertation, we have only provided a solution for realtime control on danc-
ing. While singing facial animation does not require the large transition in motion
compared with dancing, there are demands in controlling it in realtime. Facial ani-
mation control such as turning to the specific directions or change in feelings during
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the singing would add more expression in the final animation. To add these ex-
pression naturally, not only the interface to control the facial expression but also the
methods to extract the details of the expression and naturally insert them is required.
6.3 Outro
As being addressed in the Chapter 1. the live stage performances of the avatar al-
ready exists by the hard works of the artists. Although, the number of such stage is
still low that it is still unknownwhat kind of techniques will help increase the reality
and the attractiveness of the avatar. Finding aesthetics of the character will only be
done after numbers of the stages to be conducted. The automation of the creating
process will increase the number of such contents and more viewers get a chance to
see the stages. The knowledge we will find in these stages will contribute to various
similar fields.
We hope that our works will be foundation of the future development not only in
the musical animation field but also other fields of the computer graphics and music
information processing.
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博士学位論文を執筆するにあたり，多くの方々のご指導とご助力を?いただきました．?
今日に至るまで終始ご指導賜り，素晴らしい研究の機会を与えてくださいました森島繁生
教授に厚く御礼申し上げます．?高校生の頃，森島先生の研究を見て思い描いた「この先生
の下で博士号を取りたい」という夢を，様々な形でご支援頂きましたことを心より感謝申し
上げます．決して，優秀と言える学生でなかった私に，ありとあらゆる機会をご提供頂いた
ことは，私にとって何にも替え難い貴重な財産となりました．?心より感謝申し上げます．?
?
本論文を提出するにあたり，㌠ 名の先生に副査をお願いしてご助言を賜りました．小松進一
教授には，大変お忙しい中様々な無理なお願いをしたにも関わらず，快く受け入れて頂きま
したこと，心より感謝申し上げます．澤田秀之教授には，専門外の分野にも関わらず，様々
なご助言を頂きましたこと，心より感謝申し上げます．国立研究開発法人産業技術総合研究
所の深山覚様には，産総研のインターンをした時から，?年以上様々な形でご支援，ご助言
頂きました．特に歌唱動作合成の研究については，深山さん抜きには進めることはできず，
そして課程内の卒業も叶わなかったかもしれません．長きに渡りお世話になりました深山
さんを副査にお迎えできましたことを，心より幸せに思います．心より御礼申し上げます．?
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修士課程，博士課程で研究を進めるに辺り，学外の様々な方々に多大なる支援を頂きました．
?䱍??楧楴?? の安生健一氏，木村歩氏，国立研究開発法人産業技術総合研究所の後藤真孝
氏，濱崎雅弘氏，中野倫靖氏，加藤淳氏，佃洸摂氏，小山裕己氏，渡邉研斗氏，土田修平氏，
?慵?? 慩浥? 氏，佐藤めぐみ氏，笠井志麻氏，????? 楳?敹?䍯?灡湹?䩡灡? の佐瀬正氏，堀
切伸行氏，??䱁 の ???整物?呥牺潰???潳 氏，仲田真輝氏，?䌠?敲???? の ??數敩? ? 牯? 氏，
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ご教示頂きました．私の研究がなかなか進まない時や，精神的に追い込まれている時，皆様
のお言葉やご助言に助けられていたように思います．心より御礼申し上げます．?
?
森島研究室で研究をするにあたり，森島研の博士 佂 の先輩方には大変お世話になりまし
た．?䱍? ?杩??? の前島謙宣氏には，まだ右も左もわからない私の研究相談や人生相談に何
度も何度も乗って頂き，たくさんの助言を頂きました．今思い返せば本当に無礼な態度な学
生だった私に，研究者としての正しいあり方を示して頂きました．奈良先端科学技術大学院
大学の久保尋之氏には，研究などはもちろん ???䝒䅐? の学生ボランティアの活動をご紹
介いただき，私の人生に大きな影響を与えてくださいました．お二人のような森島研をずっ
と大切に思っていただける先輩方があっての森島研です．これから，私もお二人のように森
島研を支える人間になりたいと思います．心より御礼申し上げます．?
?
森島研で，私が博士在学中に博士課程で研究されておりました先輩方には，多大なる影響を
受け，常に私の目標でありました．駒澤大学の平井辰典氏には，研究室にいらっしゃる頃は
もちろん，駒澤大学に移られてからも，大変お世話になりました．厳しくも思いやりのある
平井さんのお言葉は，いつまでも心に残って離れません．平井さんの叱咤激励は，私の博士
課程の本当に重要な心の支えであったと常に感じております．尊敬する先輩として，これか
らも何卒よろしくお願い申し上げます．??慷敩?䩡灡? の岩本尚也氏には，?慮捥䑊 の研究
で大変お世話になりました．岩本さんのご尽力でシステムが完成し，学会発表するに至るま
で，様々な面でお世話になりました．私生活でもとても仲良くさせていただき，様々な影響
を受けました．心より御礼申し上げます．東京大学の福里司氏には，最も身近な博士課程の
先輩として，様々なことを教えていただきました．研究のことや研究室のことで，意見が
度々対立することもありましたが，今思えば，様々な議論の中で得られたことも多くありま
した．心より御礼申し上げます．?
?
森島研の研究員として，お世話になりました谷田川達也氏には，博士課程に入ってからの ?
年間で大変お世話になりました．谷田川さんの研究者としての姿勢，人間としての素晴らし
さに多大なる影響を受け，私の博士課程の大きな心の支えとなりました．森島研の様々なプ
ロジェクトに谷田川さんに関わっていただいたことは，私のみならず森島研の財産です．心
より御礼申し上げます．?
?
博士課程に進学するにあたり，リーディング大学院プログラム『実体情報学博士プログラム』
の皆様に大変お世話になりました．特に，一期生として，研究生活のみならず私生活でも心
の支えとなってくれた岡村尚美氏，加藤陽氏，金井太郎氏，古志知也氏，佐々木崇史氏，鈴
木遼氏，津村遼介氏，山田竜郎氏，トモ? ティト･プラドノ氏に感謝申し上げます．研究室
内に博士の同期がいない私にとって，彼らの影響はとても大きく，彼らと切磋琢磨して研究
生活を送ることができましたことを心より幸せに思います．これからはそれぞれ異なる道
を歩むことになりますが，私の人生の友として，共に歩んでくれることと思います．これか
らもよろしくお願いします．?
また，こうした素晴らしい同期と出会い，様々な学びの機会をご提供くださいましたリーデ
ィング大学院の担当教員の皆様，事務局の皆様には，多大なる心配やご迷惑をおかけいたし
ました．皆様の多大なるご尽力なしにはここまで至ることはできませんでした．重ねて御礼
申し上げます．?
?
私の研究生活において，共に切磋琢磨して頑張ってきた森島研究室の皆様の方々に感謝申
し上げます．中でも，直属の先輩として私を支えてくださいました，岩尾知頼氏，中村太郎
氏，斉藤隼介氏，川井正英氏，桑原大樹氏，溝川あい氏には，大変お世話になりました．皆
様のご支援あってこそ今の私であると強く感じております．心より御礼申し上げます．同期
として切磋琢磨した岡本翠氏，後藤岳人氏，河村俊哉氏，藤貴大氏，藤崎匡裕氏，古澤知英
氏と切磋琢磨して研究生活を送ることができましたことを心より幸せに思います．心より
御礼申し上げます．山口周吾氏，野澤直樹氏，野沢綸佐氏，中塚貴之氏，金田綾乃氏，福原
吉博氏には，博士課程の後輩として共に切磋琢磨できましたことを，心より幸せに思います．
皆様の博士号取得を心より応援しております．また，同じ班の後輩として共に研究生活を送
ってきた，鍵山裕貴氏，サフキン・パーベル氏，成田史弥氏，古川翔一氏，佐藤優伍氏，山
本晋太郎氏，山岸奏実氏，夏目亮太氏，土屋志高氏，矢代達希氏に感謝申し上げます．これ
からも，皆様のご活躍を心よりお祈りしております．?
?
最後に，ここまで経済的，精神的に私を支えてくださいました，父，母，姉，祖父，祖母，
親戚の皆様，そして，私を明るく励ましてくれた妻に心より感謝申し上げます．?
?
?
????年 ?月?
